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ABSTRACT

As total hectarage and number of soybeans farmers inctease in response to

government programs, inforrnation is neecled on use of resources in the production of

soybeans. The objectives of this stucly are to measure and compale the efficiency of

Zambian farms in the production of soybeans. Farms were classified into fann size

categories using the farm management criteria, Personal intewiews wolo conducted to

collect cross section data specific to soybeans production on randomly selected farms

in each farm size category.

Efficiency was approximated in terms of Tornqvist inclex numbers assuming a

flanslog short run cost function and constant retuns to scale in production. One capital

and seven variable inputs were used in the efficiency calculations.

Results indicate the following ranking of farrr.r size categories, ftom most

efficient to least efficient: small (2-10 hectares), medium (10-40 hectares), traditional

(<2 hectares) and cornmercial (>40 hectares) fartns. Test results show significant

differences in efficiency exist among the four farm size groups, with efficiency of

small scale farms being the most significant. Economefic results suggest there ale not

constant returns to scale in the production of soybeans in contrast to the assurnption

usecl in calculating index numbers.

Results also show that the relatively high efficiency achieved by small scale

farms cannot be explained singly by the extension support offered to these fanns

through the Lint Company of Zambia.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to provide an inÍoduction to the agricultural sector in

Zambia. This is followed by a discussion of the importance of oilseeds to the Zarnbian

economy, the different oilseeds that are grown in Zambia, ancl a discussion of soybeans

in terms of the potential for increased production. The problen statelnent and objectives

for this thesis are providecl in the last section of this chapter.

I.1 Background

The economy of Zambia is heavily dependent on the copper industry which occupies a

pivotal role. The copper industry accounts for more than 92 percent of the total export

eamings. The dependence of the Zar¡bian economy on copper rnakes it highly vulnerable

to external factors and thus necessitating the diversification of the county's economy

away from the dominance of the copper indushy to agriculture.

Despite recent production increases and some shift in the sources of output growth,

the development of Zambian agriculture remains far beiow potential. The sector's

confibution to the diversification of the economy has remained low as indicated by the

share of the agricultural sector in GDP. In 1989, the share of the agricultural sector in

GDP was only 13 percent (World Bank 1991).

Zambia has a considerable potential for agricultural development. It has an

estimated 45 million hectaros of arable land but only 16 percent was under cultivation

during the 1984/85 season (Worid Bank 1984). To encourage increased agricultural

production, the government has given incentives to farmers in the form of input subsidies,



generous credit programs and also help from international funded projects. The population

of Zambia, growing at 3.7 percent per annum, is curently estir¡ated at 7.8 milìion flVorld

Bank 1991). In 1990, 50 percent of the popuiation was living in the urban aLeas. In

addition, the urban population grew at 6.2 percent. during 1980-90. This fact makes

agricultural procluction of critical irnportance in view of the rapidly growing urban

population. To feed this population requires expansion of the level of crop production to

meet the basic needs. Furthermore the governrnent wishes to clevelop dornestic production

and food processing to replace irnports and to expand the role of agriculture il export

earnings,

1.2 Importance of Oilseeds

There are four major sources of edible vegetables oii; cotton, groundnuts, soybeans ancì

sunflower. These crops are mainly grown in the Central, Eastern, Lusaka and Southern

plovinces of Zambia

Although groundnuts have oil content of about 38 percent, they are only for direct

consumption and confectionary purposes, with very little surplus for oil processing.

Cotton seed supplies only about 6 percent of national edible oil neecls. Soybeans, the

second most important oil source, provides only 17 percent of edible oil requilernents.

Sunflower supplies 15 percent of edible oil requirements. Table 1.1 shows the vaiue of

sales for major oilseeds grown in Zambia.



Table 1.1 Value of sales of oilseed crops in Zarnbia (cunent prices in million Kwacha")

YEAR SOYBEANS SEED COTTON SUNFLOWER

1982183

1983/84

t984185

1985/86

1986/87

4.1

18.7

26.7

4t.7

2.8 i.8 2.6

1.9 1.5

1.1 0.6

1.8 1.9

1.6 5.0

- 
Kwacha is the Zambian currency.

In addition to providing edible oil, these crops æe important for theh by-products,

such as feed cake. Cunently, only one third of the total edible oil requbement is produced

domestically. To meet Zarnbia's edible oil requirem-ent, at least 100 thousand tonnes of

soybeans have to be produced annually (Minisny of Agriculture, Zambia 1989).

During recent years, dramatic changes have occuned in the dietary pattems in

developing counfies, These inclucle an increasing role for soybeans as an important

sou¡ce of protein among the urban populations. Mixing soya meal with maize meal has

provided a balanced diet for people of lowe¡ incomes, thereby reducing malnuÍition.

Soybeans are also used in rations for poultry, piggery and dairy production.

Soybeans production can generate foreign exchange earnings through exports to

neighbouring countries. Earnings from tobacco, which used to be the most important

foreign exchange eaming agricultural comrrodity for Zanbia, have declined due to

confracting tobacco markets



Zambia has had reasonable export rnarket for day old chicks in neighbourÌng

countries, but these have declined recently due to shoftage of stock feed (Doris 1986).

The Agliculture Investment Plan i986 emphasised the need to increase the quantity of

clornestically produced stock feed. Increased soybeans production is expected to enhance

the development of the livestock sector. The objective of the "Fourth National

Development Plan" as regards oilseeds is to increase soybeans production in Zambia in

order to meet the local raw material requirements for edible oils and stock feeds.

The strategies to achieve this objective are; l

i) offedng remunerative producer prices,

iÐ increased extension aclvice to farmers,

iii) early delivery of inputs to local depots, and

iv) establishment of an oilseeds rnarketing system.

Inaciequate information on production and marketing were identified by the Fourth

National Development Plan as the rnajor consfraints ín the oilseeds industry n Zambia.



1.3 Soybeans Production

The history of soybeans production in Zambia goes back to the 1930's when its plots

we¡e filst introduced. The production of this crop was limited to commercial farmers,

however, until the early 1980's.r Cornmercial fanners grew soybeans mainly as a protein

source for livestock feecl. However, there has been a steady inctease in soybeans

production in Zambia. Soybeans are mainly grown in the Central, Lusaka and Southern

provinces of Zatnbta. The development of natural nodulating varieties led to the

introduction of soybeans production among small holders.

In 1983/84, the Lint Company of Zanbia (LINTCO) was directed by the

government to promote ihis 
"rop 

among small-scale fa¡mers. The Lint Company of

Zambia is responsible for providing credit, extension and cìistribution of inputs to an ever

increasing hectares and number of smaller growers of soybeans. Table 7.2 shows the

number of smaller!soybeans growers in the rnajor soybeans growing areas.

' The category of farmers is basecl on the type of technology used and the size of farm in
terms of hectâres. Traditional farms cultivate an average of 2 hectares, depend mainiy on family
labour and hand tools, and occasionally use oxen.Small scale farms (>2<10 hectares) are moving
away from subsistence cropping to producing cash crops. Mainly family labour and oxen æe used
but occasionally t¡actor se¡vices are hired,For medium scale farms, (>i0<40 hectares) cash crops
are important. These farms mainly use hire<l services of tractols, labour and combines.
Commercial scale fanns (>40 hectares) involve capital intensive farming, often producing cash
crops and livestock products. These are highly rnechanized óperations supplemented with hi¡ecl
labour. Some services, such as combines, are hired.



Table 1.2 Numbe¡ of uaditional and small scale soybeans growers in major areas.

YEAR

PROVTNCE

EASTERN CENTRAL SOI]'THERN LUSAKA TOTAL

1983/84 GROWERS

1984/85 CROWERS

1985/86 GROWERS

HECTARES

1986187 GROWERS

HECTARES 1

838 716

t,'u1 1,043

733 I 2,288

588 3 i,133301

3,525 r,7 57

1.597 988

HECTARES 50.5 643

1,0'74

1,019

1,056

123 3,782

1 15 2,282

325 6,663

5,305

1,685

3,267

3,834

966 415 3,671

697 256 9,525

540 U8 6,307HECTARES

Report 1986/87.

Soybeans are also producecl by large-scale farmers who grow soybeans in rotation

with inigated wheat. Rotation of soybeans with ce¡eal crops like Inaize, \¡/heat and

sorghum increases yield of the cereal crop by 25 percent. In 1989/90 season, 80 percent

of the total procluction of soybeans came from commercial farms ancl 20 percent from

small-scale farmers (Ministry of Agriculture, Zambia 1989). Between 1980 and 1984

soybeans recordecl an annual rate of growth of 45 percent. Increased soybeans production

may be replacing some of the fiaditional oilseeds like cotton and sunflowers (see Table

1.3).



Table 1.3 Soybeans and Sunflower hoduction

YEAR SOYBEANS SUNFLOWER

HECTARES PRODUCTION HECTARES PRODUCTION
('000 KGS) ('000 KGS)

198418s 9,836

1985/86 13,854

1986/8'.1 16,8s7

1987/88 20,273

1988/89 21,330

1989190 29,814

138,346

t76,732

149,583

235,829

228,645

297,67'7

62,708

5',7,200

31,600

44,555

44,958

44,289

848,474

611,533

340,018

315,456

300,663

399,3r3

1.4 Problem Statement

Expansion of crop production to meet the growing demands of feeding the population,

replacing imports, and expancling the role of agriculture in export earnings will require

appropriate price incentives to producers. This calls fo. rrrour.", to be concentrated on

policies and programs that can enhance the attainment of production targets. As

aglicultural production increases in response to government programs and incentives,

more information is needed on proclucer behaviour, use as well as the allocation of

resources in the production of agricultural commodities. One area where such infonnation

is required is the oilseeds industry.

Increase in production or total output of soybeans may be misleading because it

ignores productive efficiency of this indusny. Information on ploductive efficiency can

provide an indication of how farrn sfuctures affect resou¡ce use and thereby of the



likelihood of being able to achieve growth. The ifüportant question of policy is how

efficient soybean production ranks in terms of productive efficiency. The efficiency of

farms in producing a crop may be an illusion if national policies have consistently

favourecl a crop in such a way that theù apparent relative efficiency is due to market

irnperfections in which specific public policies have played a crucial ro1e.

Despite the increase in number of growers and area under soybeans production,

no stucly has been carried out to rneasure farm efficiency in soybeans production. If

economic planning is to concem itself with particular farm size categories, the research

¡esults should be able to provide irforrnation as to how rnuch a given farm size group can

be expected to produce its output efficiently, without absorbing fufiher resources.

L5 Objectives

The b¡oacl objective of this stucly is to analyse the efficiency in soybeans production. The

specific objectives are to;

i) measure the overall productive efficiency of farms with respect to soybeans

production;

iÐ compare the productive efficiency of farms with respect to soybeans

production; and

iiÐ determine the impact of farm size on efficiency in soybeans production.



CHAPTER 2.0 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this chapter, a review of literatu¡e lelatecl to measuring productive efficiency is

presented in four sections. The introductory section discusses the importance of productive

efficiency. This is followed by a section which defines the concepts of productive

efficiency. This is important to understanding the subsequent analysis of productive

efficiency. In the third section, several lelated studies on productive efficiency are

explored. This section provides a critical review of various methodologies and approaches

employed in measuring productive efficiency. The fourth section is a discussion of the

specific approach used in this study.

2.1 Importance of Productive Efficiency

The measuring of productive efficiency of an industry is important to both the economic

theorist and the economic policy rnaker. If the theoretical arguments as to relative

efficiency of different economic systems are to be subjected to empirical testing, it is

essential to be able to make some actual lneasurements of efficiency.

Productive efficiency (or procluctivity) is the relationship between output and the

resource inputs usecl in production. Productivity is important in several ways. One way

in which ouÞut per capita can be raised is by the growth of productivity. Other benefits

that can be realized through increasecl productivity are; conservation of scarce resources

per unit of output producecl; and increase in internationai compotitiveness of domestic

production. It is worth mentioning that productivity aclvance is one of the chief variables

conffibuting to rising real incomes per capita in economically advanced counüies.



P¡oductive efficiency changes can contribute to the changing industrial sfiucture

of the econorny resulting in reallocation of resources and/or displacement of resources

from specific occupations, fin¡s industries or regions. Since productive efficiency has

policy implications, it is important to understand it so that appropdate policies æe

aclopted and made effective with less undesirable effects. For this study if we can measure

productive efficiency of farms, .tre can then cletermine by how much farms are expected

to produce output thÌough appropriate reorganization without absorbing additional

fesoufces.

2.2 Productive Effìciency Concepts

As defined in the first section, procluctive efficiency:is the relationship betweon output

and the resource inputs used in production. Productive efficiency is made up of two

components; technical and allocatíve efficiency. ln 1957, Farrell introduced a technique

with which the efficiency of a production activity could be clecomposed into technical and

allocative efficiency components.

Technical efficiency means maxirnization of ouçut for a given i¡put combination.

Technical efficiency is aihieved if procluction orrrrri on the boundary of the producer's

production possibilities set. Any production that occurs in the interior of the production

possibilities set is technical inefficiency. Allocative efficiency occurs when appropriate

(minimurn cost) input combination is used. The appropriate input combination is that fo¡

which the rnarginal product per dollar spent on each input is equal for all inputs usecl.

Technical efficiency is said to be allocatively efficient if production occurs in a subset of

i0



the uncongested bounclary of tho production possibilities set that satisfies the objectives

of the producer.

Technical efficiency and allocative efficiency when computed into a single

measure imply overall productive efficiency. Differences in productive efficiency arnong

firms may ¡esult from variations in either technical efficiency or allocative efficiency or

both, The notion of an efficient unit isoquant provided a standa¡d based on the best results

in practice from which to gauge the efficiency of any sample observation. Faneli (1957)

associated deviations from the fi'ontier isoquant with technical inefficiency and deviations

from the cost minimizing input ratios with allocative ineff,rciency.

Productive efficiency is a relative term defined in relation to a given set of fums

and factors measurecl in a specific way and any change in these specifications will affect

the measure. In measuring productive efficiency, the assumption is that all the ex ante

production decisions have been made and all we see is ex post technology.

There are two approaches to measurement of productivity differences, one treats

productivity differences as differences in maximum output conditional on a given level

of inputs. This is ouþut-based productivity lneasuement. The other approach treats

ploductivity differences as differences in minimum inputs required, conditional on a given

level of output; this is input-based productivity measurernent.

11



2.3 Related Studies

Several studies have been done to measure productive efficiency. The earliest approach

to productivity measurement was based upon ratios of a measure of aggregate output

clivided by the observed quantity of a single ilput, typically labour. These procluctivity

ratios ',vere normalized to some base yeæ resulting in the calculated productivity ratio

being used to measure aggrogate productivity for the entire economy. This measure, based

upon the use of a single input has the computational advantage given the availability of

aggregate labour data. The disadvantage is that it is difficult to identify the causal factors

accounting for observed productivity growth. ln measuring productive efficiency, the

approach employed clearly must refer to inputs that ale both sufficient and necessary to

produce the obsewed outputs. Therefore, the Ìeview of literature will concentrate on flrm-

level studies that utilizecl the inputs that were bofh necessary and sufficient to procluce a

given output.

The analysis of firm specific technical efficiency has received much attention in

recent years with examples of studies by: Dawson 1985; Fare et al, 1985; Jondrow et al,

1982; Russell and Young, 1983; and Fare and Lovelt (1978). Typically, the individual

efficiency measures are obtainecl by comparing individual observations with refe¡ence to

a particular level of ouþut obtainable with a given level of inputs.

A variety of methods of measuring efficiency involve the consÍuction of a best

practice frontier and the measurement of efficiency is relative to the frontiet. Those

methods a¡e divicled in three approaches. The hrst approach uses linear prograrnming

techniques to consûuct a non-parametric frontier. Technical efficiency of an obserryation

t2



is then measure<l relative to this frontier (Fanell, 195?). This approach has been extended

to allow non-constant returns to scale and input congestion. This approach imposes no

resfiction on the functional forrn on the data.

An example of this approach is the stucly by Byrnes et al (1987) which measured

technical efficiency of a sample of Illinois grain farms using the Fanell-type measu¡es of

technical efficiency. In theh study, mathematical programrning methods were usecl to

construct the reference technology from observecl inputs and outputs in the sarnple, thus

a multiple output, multiple input technology relative to which the performance of

individual farms was assessed. However, this method is susceptible to distortion

introduced by outliers in the sample, random shocks or lneasuement errors,

The second approach uses linear programming techniques to construct a pararnetric

frontier (Aigner and Chu, 1968; and FQrsuncl and Hjalmæsso n, 1979). The second

approach diffe¡s f¡om the fùst approach in that the functional form is specified. Since no

assumptions are made about the properties of the disrurbance term, the parameters of the

fixed frontier in these studies are not estimated in any statistical sense but merely
:

computed through linear prograrnming methods. Fulthermore, when linear programming

method is used, exÍeme observations can exert a large influence and only a small number

of observations can determine the frontie¡. Technical efficiency values calculated with

deterministic proceclures will exhibit variability when derived from data obtained tlu'ough

repeated sampling (over time) even if there is no variability in truo technicai efficiency.

13



It has been found that deterministic procedures when estimating farrn specific

technical efficiency tend to overestimate the average level of technical efficiency though

the extent of this bias is unknown. An irnprovement to deterministic procedures is a

stochastic frontier model which enables the separation of random enors from deviations

arising frorn technical inefficiency.

Thus the third approach involves the construction of a stochastic frontier. Aigner,

Lovell and Schmidt, 19771, anð, Meeusen and van den Broeck, 1977; Schmidt and Lovell,

1980; and Huang, 1984; specifiecl and estimated a stochastic production frontier which

overcomes above problems. This approach allows one to distinguish between inefficiency

and the effects of random shocks and data outliers, and measurement enors. It also

assumes a specific dist¡ibution for the enor term.

Bagi and Huang (1983) estimated production technical efficiency for i¡dividual

farms in Tennessee. They criticized studies of empirical work based on economic

engineering or synthetic firrn analysis rather than actual farm level data analyses. Using

the stochastic frontier approach, they estimated technical efficiency for individual

observations in order to got a full picture of the variations in the ievel of technical

efficiency across observations. They used the translog frontier production function in

orde¡ to allow interaction between inputs. The fann levei data used in their study was

obtained from a stratified ranclom sample. However, necessary input data to estimate

separate production frontiers for crop and livestock enterprises was not recorded

sopalately for each crop or livestock enterprise which resulted in two different enterprises

being represented by a single production frontier.



Other stochastic frontier studies which used farm level data had limitations in that

they estimated population technical efficiency. Both Huang (1979) and Kalilajan (1981)

estirnated a stochastic production frontier model using farm level data but failed to

estimate the efficiency for individual farms in the sample. This is a major limitation in

their models because the measuro of average productive efficiency fails to remove the

extent of variation in the level of technical efficiency across individual observations.

However, all models suffer from problems arising from omitted variables in the

specification of the production function and measurement enors. Errors are always present

in the statistical studies of technical efficiency. The measurement en'ors are magnified

when individual rather than the average efficiency measures are derived from the residuals

of estimated function. Specifying technical efficiency through the distu¡bance term or

dummies also result in specification error of the disturbance te¡m and hence inefficient

eslimates.

Therefore, the criteria for selecting a specific frontier methodology remain unclear.

According to Broeck et al (1980), the choice between not specifying any efficiency

disnibution and then computing the frontie¡ by programning techniques, and specifying

a certain disnibution and then applying rnaxirnum likelihood doos not seem so clear cut,

In addition, Aigner et al (1977) have concluded that it is not clear yet whether one

approach dominates the other. However, the linear programming approach tends to be

advantageous to estimate the frontier funcfion because it is unique and snaightforward

measure of individual firm level efficiency.

15



The other general problem with most of the above studies is that productive

efficiency was rneasured purely based on technical efficiency, thus avoiding data on

prices. For a profit or cost minirnizing finn, the obselved output supply and input use will

coincicle with the profit maxlnizing or cost tninirnizing output and input demand if and

only if the farm is technically, allocatively and scale efficient (FQrsund et ai. (1980)).

Kumbhakar et al (1989) observed that one cannot infer anything about total or economic

efficiency simply by estimating technical efficiency as in Aigner et 
^1. 

(1g77),Bagi ancl

Huang (1983), Huang and Bagi (1984).

Furthennore, utilizing a production function to measure productivity requi¡es exact

knowledge of the sffucture of the production technology. It also requires specific

knowledge about the values of the parameters of the procluction function. Since it is

difficult to have such information in practice, by using duality theory, measurement of

productivity need not be specified in terms of the production function. In duality

relationship, all economically relevant i¡fonnation can be recaptured from indirect

objective functions such as cost or profit functions. The following are relevant examples

of tho studies that used the cluality approach to measuring efficiency of fums.

Pescatrice and Trapani (1980) compared the productive efficiency of public ancl

private utilities to dete¡mine if a significant cost differontial results f¡om differential

objectives under the alternative modes of ownership. The procedure involved estimating

simultaneously the cost function and input clernand function of the public and private

firms while accounting for differences in the cost ofproduction. The results suggestecl that

public firms rninimize cost and had lower per cost unit than privately owned firms.



Garcia et al (1982) analyzed Illinois grain farms to determine whethe¡ differences

in econonic efficiency can be discerned for two important structural dimension of a

sample. These clir¡ensions are size of operation and the percentage of land input owned

by farmer operators. Using the Seemingly Unrelated Regression method which accounts

for the cor¡elation in tho error between the plofit function ând input function, they founcl

that for cash grain farmers in Illinois, larger operators âre not more economically efficient

than mode¡ate sized fa¡ms.

Lau and Yotopoulos (1g'71,1973) measured and cornpared performance of farm

films. They tested relative efficiency of small und larg" farms using a Cobb-Douglas

profit function. In formulation of the test of equal relative economic efficiency, they used

McFadden's profit function which expresses the fums' maximized profit as a function of

prices of output and variable inputs of production. The results of this test was in favour

of the small farms. Given the fixed factors of production (land ancl capital) and within the

ranges of the observed prices of output and variable inputs, small fan¡s had higher actual

profits which irnplies they operate at a higher levei of technical efficiency and attain

higher levels of price efficiency. The use of Cobb-Douglas function is restrictive in thât

it does not allow for the interaction of inputs. 
.

Sidhu (1979) measuring relative efficiency in wheat production of new to old

varieties in the Indian Punjab found that there \pere no differences in the economic

efficiency of small and large wheat fa¡ms. Labour, fertilizer, irrigation water, land, capital

and numbe¡ of years in school were the inputs used in this study. He used the profit

function formulation used by Lau and Yotopoulos (197I, 1973). In this study,
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categorization of farms into small and large farms was arbitrary. In addition, the objective

of large farms might be profitlbut profit maximization assumptions on smaller farms

might be questionable and too sEong.

2.4 Approach of this study

To reiterate, the linear programming methods of measuring productivity involves no

approximation erors and do not require restrictive assumptions about the functional fonn

of the production technology. However, the major problem with the linear programming

method is that the results are very sensitive to outliers which may arise from data errors

for some observation. Thus when linear programming methods are used to measure

efficiency, exûeme obse¡r'ations can exert a large influence and only a small number of

observation can dotermine the frontier. For example, in Dawson (1985), a mere six

farmers out of fifty six determined thellinear prograrnming frontier. In addition to the

above problems, linear programming methods are a computational burden because

individual farm efficiency value is calculated by running a linear programming problern

for each farm; this, in our case means running 55 lineæ programming problems.

Productivity comparison based on econometric estimates of the sEuctu¡e of

production have often been viewecf as being more desirable than the index number

comparisons. This view is based on the belief that index numbe¡s a¡e consistent only with

restricted sEuctures of production (Caves et al 1982). For example, it is necessary to

assume either that all inputs are væiable or there is constant returns to scale in procluction

in order to implement the index number approach; but these assumptions ate not
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necessary in an economehic approach. On the other hand, econometric model results are

sensitive to many mispecifications. Therefore, it has been suggested that index number

calculations should prececle econometric stuclies of efficiency (Ch¡istensen (1975)).

Theoretical development has occu¡red in the area of index number theory. It is

related to the basic problern of aggregation of input and ouçuts in productivity analysis.

The work of Diewert (1976, 1978) and others in the area of exact or superlative index

numbers has shown that there is a unique relationship bet"veen the index used to

a1gregate over outputs ancl inputs and the s¡'ucture of the underlying technology. The

importance of this work is that the linkage of production and plofit or cost function to a

suitable index number are dual to each other.

The following are some of the examples of studies that utilized the index number

formulas to calculating productive efficiency. Caves and Christensen (1974) examined the

relative efficiency of public and private fi¡rns in a competitive envhonment. Isolating the

effects of property rights from effects of regulation. on non-competitive rnarkets, they

measured relative efficiency or the cornparative econornic efficiency based on measures.

of total factor productivity. They found that there was no evidence of inferior performance

by the governmont owned rail-road and conciuded that any tendency toward inefficiency

resulting from public ownership had been ovorcome Þy competition.

Caves, Ctu'istensen and Tretheway (1981) estimated the growth and relative levels

of total factor productivity for the 11 U.S. nunk airlines over the period 1972-1977.Using

an index-number approach and disaggregated measues of both passenger and freight

service and five categories of inputs, they found resulis consistent with those of severai
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other studies of afuline efficiency.

Under the index number calculations of measuring productivity, two approaches

are taken. One approach (non pararnetric) to measuring productivity is defined in terms

of continuous time. This results in enors in approximation when discrete data is used on

the index number defined in continuous time. In addition, these continuous tirne index

number formulas assume that all inputs are freely variable and are at static long run

equilibrium levels.

The other approach þaramenic) does not require approxirnation of continuous

time derivations. Writers f¡om Solow (1957) to Diewert (1980) identified that the notion

of productivity change is unambiguous for infinitesimal shifts in continuous time because

actual productivity comparisons must be based on discrete data points. Since collected

data are discrete, this study will use the parametric index nurnber calculations which will

be derived consistent with the discrete data.

Recently, Denny, Fuss ancl May (1981), and Caves, Cfuistensen and Diewert

(1982) have extended the index number formulas using the Tornqvist index to integrate

the cross section and inter-temporal cornparisons of productivity. In our study, we will

adopt the approach developed by Denny ancl Fuss (1981, 1983) for comparing

productivity levels across regions at a point in time. This theoretical framework has been

applied on two interspatial comparisons which use the Tornqvist index. In the Denny and

Fuss ( 1983) study on regional levels of cost efficiency for Canadian manufacturing, it was

shown that the biases in the cornparisons of the efficiency results from the use of

Tornqvist index (Denny and Fuss (1980)) are negligible.
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Based on the data collected in this study: and the limiøtion of the other

approaches, the index number approach as used in interspatial productivity cornparisons

becomes the natural choice for calculating procluctive efficiency. This approach can deal

with large number of inputs and outputs. Since we only collected data for the 1.990191

cropping season on soybeans production, the interspatial approach of measuring

productivity will be adopted because it does not require long time series or large data

observations. The variable cost function will be used to calculate productive efficiency

in soybeans production in Zambia. Since soybeans ii grown by all farm size categories

(faditional, small, medium or cornmercial faflns), profit maximization objectives might

be too strong under different objectives and rnarketing arangements.
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CHAPTER 3.0 THEORETICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In this chapter, the stanclard theory of the firm will be explored in orde¡ to link the

standard theory of the fhm to efficiency discussion. This is followecl with the discussion

on the validity of efficiency assumption. The theoretical framework will be developed

following the ¡elaxation of the efficiency assumption in the theory of the fü'm.

3.I Theory of the Firm

Economic profit is defined to be the difference bet',véen the revenue a fi¡m receives and

the costs it incurs, Both revenue and costs of a firm depend on the actions taken by the

fi¡m. These actions may be; actual production activities, purchase of factors of production

and pulchase of advertising. If a fi¡m engages in a large variety of actions, each action

at some appropriate level, then l'evenue can be written as a function of the level of

operation of some n actions; R(x,,...,x"), and costs as a function of these same n activity

levels; C(x,,...,x,).

The basic assurnption of rnost economic analysis is that the fhm acts so as to

maximize profits in which the firm chooses activities (x,,,,.x.) so as to maxirnize

R(x,,..,x") - C(x,,..,x.). The problem facing the finn can be w¡itten as:

Max R lx, , . , x,.,\ -C (x., , . , x,, ) , differentiating this with respect to x, shows

that an optimal set of activities; ¡- = (x,-,...,xo-) is characterized by the conditions;

ðn (x' ) _ Dc{x')
-----ã;-



Intuitively, these conditions mean that if rnarginal revenue were greater than rnarginal

costs, it would pay to increase the ievel of activity. If rnarginal revenue were less than

rnarginal costs, it would pay to decrease the level of activity.

The fundamental conclition characterizing profit maximization has several

interpretations. For example, one decision the fi¡rn rnakes is to choose the level of output.

The level of output should be chosen so that the production of one more unit of ouçut

should procluce a marginal revenue exactly equal to its marginal cost of procluction.

Another decision is to determine how r¡uch of each factor of production to employ. The

fundamental condition of profit rnaxirnization requires the firm to hire an amount of factor

x such that marginal ¡evenue frorn employing one rnore unit of x should be equal to the

marginal cost of hiring that additional unit of x.

The revenue and cost function can be broken into more basic parls. Revenue is

corrposed of quantities a flurn sells of various outputs times the price of each ouçut.

Costs are composed of how much a fi¡m uses of each input times the price of each input.

A necessary condition for static profit maximization is static cost minimization i.e. at the

profit maximizing level of output y and input prices w, the firm necessarily solves a cost

minimization problem.

The fi¡m's profit maximization problem reduces to the problem of determining

what prices it wishes to chalge for its oufput or pay for its inputs and what levels of

output and input it wishes to use. In determining its.optirnal production, the firm faces

two kinds of consÍaints; technological and market constlaints. Technological consÍaint

are simply those conshaints that concern the feasibility of the production p1an. Market
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cor'ìstraints are those that concern the effect of actions of other agents on the firm. Each

fin¡ will be assumed to take prices as given, which are exogenous to the profit

maximization. Thus the fi¡m will be concemed only with determining the plofit

maximizing levels of output and inputs, hence, the fi¡m has to choose the production plan

given a configuration of market prices. A finn will produce outputs frorn various

combinatio¡rs of inputs.

3.2 Validity of the Efficiency Assumption

In view of the standard theory of the fil'm in which the level of ourput should be choseu

whe¡e the marginal cost equals marginal revenue, Hicks (1946), Samuelson (1947), and

Calson (1939) ignored and disrnissed the possibility that producers might operate

inefficiently. It is assumed that a producer successfully allocates all resources efficiently

relative to the constraint irnposed by the structure of; production technology; input and

ouq)ut markets; and relative to the behavioral goals of either profit maximization or cost

rninimization. Technology consEaint on the producer's behavioral optimization problern

is binding, thereby eliminating productive inefficiency. Satisfaction of the fi¡st order

condition necessary for optimization eliminates behavioral inefficiency. Monotonicity and

curvature assumptions on production technology sufficient to gualantee satisfaction of the

second o¡der conditions eliminates structu¡al inefficiency. From assumptions on the

strxcture of technology, markets, behavioral assumptions and on full efficiency,

neoclassical economics derive testable hypothesis about producer behaviour (i.e. behaviour

of efficient proclucers only).
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Since modifying assumptions on tho structure of technology as well as markets,

and on behavioral motivation influences the richness of the resulting testable hypothesis,

it is expected that relaxìng the full efficiency assumption also reduce the richness of

testable hypothesis of achieving profit rnaxirnization or cost minimization. Allowing

relaxation of full efficiency assumption also opens the possibility of inefficient fums. ln

the theoretical framework section we will develop the measurement ofthe deviations from

fuil efficiency assumption.

3,3 Theoretical Framework

This section of the study outlines the theoretical fÌamework of rneasuring the productive

efficiency as well as the conceptual basis of the relationship between productive

efficiency and the technology. A key development in the economic theory of index

nurnbers has been the dernonstration that numerous index number formulas can be

explicitly derived from particular aggregator functions. This development provides a

powerful new basis for selecting an index number procedure. Rather than starting the

selection process with a number of plausible index number formula, one can specify an

aggr€gato¡ function with desirable properties and derive the conesponding index number

procedure. The resulting index is termed exact for that particular aggregator function,

Diewert(1976) makes a sÍong case for lirniting the conside¡ation of aggregator

functions to those which are flexible, that is those which can provide a second order

approximation to an arbitrary function. Diewe¡t deuronstrated that a class of index numbe¡

cornparison which he called the superlative can exactiy represent various second order
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approximation to an arbitrary production or cost function.

Inter-temporal and inter-spatial comparison of productivity have utilized Diowert's

results concerning superlative aggregate inclexes using a quadratic lemma of the fom

y;-yp=F(!,\ -F(zì=E^*rE.Yo, Lz,i-|,; (3.1)

Where F(!) is the underlying aggregator function, Z is a vectot of components to be

aggregated, and ðFlð\., is the partial derivative with respect to the continuous variable 2",

evaluated at data point

Inter-spatial and inter-temporal comparison require that a subset of the Z" in (3.1)

ce specified as discrete variables (usually binæy dummy variables), which are not

continuous. This specification is necessary in order that the underlying quadratic

approximating aggregator function be permitted to have some different parameters at the

two points of comparisons, Denny, et al (1981) noted that specifying the discrete variables

to be binary variables implies that the function differs across comparisons in constant and

linear terms but not in the quadratic tenns. The quadratic lemma as used by Diewert can

be generalized to the case of discrete variables. Denny, et al (1981) demonstrated that the

quaclratic lemma can still be applied without alteration, when a subset of the Z is a vector

of non continuous variables by ignoring the discreteness of the variables. Thìs provides

the justification for applied inter-ternporal and interspatial studies.
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Consider the following aggregator function

v = r(!,p\ (3.2)

where { is a vector of continuous variables X", and D is a vectol of binary variables D,.

Dr=O for the reference data point 0, i+0; and 1 otherwise.

A quadratic approximation to (3.2) takes the form

y j =o¿0 +E j+oc[ jD, +Ð,E, {cx,,r+cx'"rÐ, ) X,,,

* 1E,,B,,,,x"', *E,*,EF,rX,,,x,, (3.3)

where o and p are paramoters of the approxirnation.

The iefe¡ence or base point in the comparison can be represented by the following

function

yo=*o+E,o"o4,*$E,B,,x1o*EE,*,Ê,,x"ox,o (3'4)

The difference between any aggregate y, and the reference point aggregate yo can be

expressed as

yi-yo--Ly=a jD,+tn (c[,,+o¿,,iD t) x,r-E,a^ox,o+As (Zl 
(3 ' 5)

where g is a quadratic function in X,(without constant or linear terms).

Since g is quadratic in continuous variables only, the quadratic lemma can be applied to

yield

^s=+Ð,'H.#, tx,i-x,ol (3.6)



The const¿nt and lineæ terms of equation (3.5) can be written in the form

] t {ct,*D,'c"',x,',) + (a,+E,a,,40) I tDil

* 
$E, 2o,,0*o,, jDr I t x,r -x,,ol

The non-continuous variables can be defined as

#=o,*Ðo,,r,,

fr=",.*, u,-
(3.9)

where the only difference between equation (3.8) and (3.9) is the point at which \ is

evaluated. Definitions (3.8) and (3.9) are required since D, is a discontinuous variable and

thus cannot be used to form a partial derivative. However, it is imporønt to note that if

we had ignored D, being discontinuous and had differentiated F with respect to Di, we

would have obtained (3.8) and (3.9).

Utilizing the results of the quadratic lemma in (3.6), we can combine (3.6) with

(3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) and also noting that

?I'=o..* ?g=' und ?I'=o-"*o..¿,.*!i .dx, "" dx, dx" dx,,
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The difference between any aggregate y, and base point aggregate yo in (3.5) can be

written in the form

,, _,, _L r AFj* AFor fn _Y ¡-Yo= 2 L Aq ;* Aq I ¡u t-Do)

1.. . ôFj â¡0,..,
+ ãL,t &;+ &;l rx,,-x,,,1

(3.10)

(3 . 11)

where Di=O(and D =I).

If we ignore the fact that D is not a vector of continuous variables, we would have

obtained equation (3.10) by applying the quadratic lemrna to (3.2). Thus the use of the

quadratic lemma in the presence of discrete variables is justified.

The analysis of the preceding section can be appliecl to measuring productivity in

a direct way in which two of the X" (continuous) variables in (3.1) are tho technologicâl

change indicator (e.g time) and an efficiency difference indicator [say the (0,1) dummy

variable Dol, so that the (3.1) can either be interpreted as a production or cost function.

Denny and Fuss (1980) developed as framework for comparing productivity levels

across regions at a particular point in time. Suppose the production process in region i at

time t can be represented indirectly by a translog variable cost function,

Crr=Grr(Wrr, KiL, Y iL, Tft, D)

where

C,, is the variable cost of production in region i at tilne t,

W,, is a vector of input prices in region i at time t,

K,, is fixed capital input in region i at time t,
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Y,, is the ouÞut level in region i at time t, and

T,, is an index of technology in region i at time t.

The logarithm of the va¡iable cost function G,, will be approxirnated by a quadratic

function in the logarithms of W,u Ku Y*, T,, and D. D is a vector (D) of dummy

variablos, where D,=l for every region other than a reference point and D¡=0 for the

reference region. We may write the approximation as

lncjÈ =G ( f nt{jc ,InKft,InYrr, Trr, D) 13 .12l

where G is a quadratic function.

The variable cost function is adopted because we believe the assumption of static

long run equilibrium is unrealistic. Given the levels of fixed input, firms are always

making short run decisions to produce output by minimizing cost. In addition, variable

cost minimization is more realistic than profit maxirnization because the profit

rnaximizing level of output may lurn out different due to weather, output price risk etc.

Any method of measuring procluctivity (both cross sectional and inter-temporal

comparison) without econometric eslimation of the production technology implies the

underlying technology has comnon elernents. By replacing the function G,, in (3.11) with

G in (3.12), the assumption is that the approximation of the variable cost function in each

region (farm) has common elements. Differences in the regional (or farm) variable cost

functions are maintained by the additional argument D in the variable cost function, which

has the effect of permitting constant and lineât terms in the quadratic approximation to

differ across regions.

Suppose we wanted to know the differences in the cost of producing output in
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farm i at time s, and in farm 0 at time t. Since the logarithmic variable cost function is

quadratic, we can apply Diewert's (1976) quadratic lemma to obtain the following

equation

ÂInC=1nC'"-InCo.
_1,4G',Aco,,^ ^,-2 L-õ4--õ4r Lui-t'o !

1- I ^rs tr ñ0t
. ;>,,t ;fu. ffii I Jntd","-1nrd,,., I

r ì ^is l ^ót. å t -iF"" * 
#ts"" I [ 1 nK,, -lnK,, J

1 . ðci" 4c", . .. --+-t-+-tttnY. -lnY I

2 - dIr'Y dfny' '
1. AGj' 4G"..._,.,, -m l'2t-ã1; -??-r t"is 'ôtr

3 .1-3

The cost clifferential across regions and time periods may be defined in terms of

regional (or farm) effec! input price effect, an output effect and inter-ternporal effect.

The regional effect can be is

e,"=$rffi.ffit (3 .14)

and the inter-ternporal effect is

(3.1s)
r _1,AGjs,AGlr1 tm _tn,o=) tfiu-+ä f . [?i,-?or]

Under constant returns to scale and with only one output, marginal cost equals

average cost, This implies ôG/ðln Y = ðln C/ðln Y = (AC/AY).(Y/C)=1, in turn

âG/ôln Y = 1. Pe¡fect competition in factor ma¡kets and using Shephard's lemma results

in the following, ôG/âln W" = ðln C/âln W" =(ðC/AW,XW'/C) = )fW*¿C = S", the nth

variable input's cost share.
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We also know th{ìt âln G/ôln K = âln C/âln K = (AC/ðK).(IIC) is the shadow

price of capital input, which cannot be measured without recou¡se to economefic

estimation of the factor clernand equations. We oan calculate the shadow price of capital

input K without econometric estimation if we assume a single quasi-fixed capital input

K and constant returns to scale, and also using Euler's theo¡em and assuming that tho cost

function is linear homogenous in Y and K.

If C(w,y,k) is linear homogenous in Y and K, then Euler's theorem implies

1.C(w,y,k) = (ôC(w,y,k)/àY)Y + (ðC(w,y,k)/âK)K

Under short run profit rnaximization, marginal cost (âC(w,y,k)/ðY) is equal to marginal

rovenue P. This implies

1.C(w'Y,k) = PY + (AC(W,Y,kYAK)K

From the above expression, '#e can solve for the shadow price of capital good K as

ðC(w,y,k)/ðK = tc(w,y,k) - PY/K

If we let the elasticity expression, âln C/ðln K be S* and substituting ðC(w,y,k)/ðK into

the eiasticity expression gives the following results,

Sx = âln C/âln K = (ðC(w,y,k)/ðKXIIC(w,y,t)¡=1[C(w,y,k)- PY]/KXK/C(w,y,k),

S* = [C(w,y,k) - PY]/C(w,y,k).



Equation (3.13) can be rewritten as

Al nC= 1nC,, -l n Co,

= llnYr,-lnYo, J

*]1,ts,,,"*s,orJ Ilnff,r,-tnr{,0.} (3'16)

* ) ls*,.*sro,l IlnK,.-1nKo,1
*0,0*À,0

The general expression (3.16) can be specialized to make a cornparison of the efficiency

1evels across regions (or farms) at a point in time (t=s) as

t'lìl'"??ri?ii

'jE,,¡q,*s'ot [J-nlv",-rnlv,ol 13'r1 )

'1'j Is"r+s*01 [1nKr -lnKo I

where

0 is the reference farm and i any other farm in the sample,

Oto is the logarithmic differential in the total variable cost of producing in farm i

compared to farm 0.

Co is the total variable cost of producing ouÞut Yo in farm 0,

C, is the total variable cost of producing output Yi in the ith farm,

Yo is the output level of soybeans produced in fa¡m 0,

Y, is the output level of soybeans produced in the ith farm,

,^,= 
*f i' is the nth variable input's cost share in the irh farm,

ui

s,r= 
w;:i 

is the nth variable input's cost share in farm 0,
co
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W' is the nth variable input price in the ith farm,

Wo" is the nth variable input price in farm 0,

X," is the quantity of nth variable input in ith farm,

Xon is the quantity of nth variable input in farm 0,

s* = 
lc'-!'v) 

is the cost share of aggregate capital input in farm i,
Lj

s*r= 
(co 

=%yo) is the cost share of a1gregate capital input i¡ farm 0,
L^

P, is the ouÞut price receivecl at fa¡m i,

Po is the output price received at farm 0,

K, is the single aggregate capital input in the ith farm, and

Ç is the single aggregate capital input in fa¡m 0.



CHAPTER 4.0 EMPIRICAL MODEL AND DATA

The fi¡st part of this chapter presents the procerlure that wi-ll be used to measure

produçtive efficiency. This will be followed by a discussion of data collected cluring the

1990/91 cropping season.

In Zarnbian agriculture, total fa¡m land cultivated and technology used on the farm

are used in the classification of farm size. The fanns will be ranked fi'om the smallest to

the largest fa¡m size (in terms of hectares of soybeans planted). The largest falm was

chosen as the reference farm since large farrns are assumed to be more specialized, and

thus more efficient. However, Caves and Christensen (1980) have proposed a compromise

for binary comparisons that result in transitive comparisons thereby retaining a high

clegree of characteristicity. The transitive cornparisons are achieved by using a conshucted

representative farm as the basis for making all possible binary comparisons in which any

two farms are compared with each other by comparing them both with the ropresentative

firm. The¡e are problems with transitive multilateral comparisons (Denny Fuss et al

( 1 e8 1)).

Caves et al (1982) have shown that in cross section data there is generally no

natural ordering of the reference point. The choice of a reference point depends on the

particular empirical investigation and no accepted general rules can be given.2

' Caves, Christensten; and Tretheway (1981) used a constructed reference point based on the
means of the variables in the intenegional sample. On the surface, their procedure has the
advantage of not requiring the use of any particular base as the reference point. However, there
are a large number of possible mean points, each consfucted from a subset of the sample,
consequently tho arbiftary natule of the reference region cannot be eliminated by the use of a
mean reference region,



4.I Empirical model

In the application to the sample of soybeans ploducers, 55 farm observations on I inputs

and a single ouÞut were assembled. If we assume a variable cost function and short run

competitive behaviour, thus all fa¡ms face different input prices, then the relative

efficiency of every farm in the sample relative to the latgost farm is calculated as

0ro= llnCr-JnCol - [JnYr -lnYol

- ja=' I s nt+ s,,ol I I nwn'- rnwn',

- j ls o* s *01 [ JnK, -lnro J

(4.L\

where

0 is the reference farrn and i is any other farm in the sample,

0,0 is the logarithmic differential in the total variable cost of producing in farm i

compared to farm 0 (the largest farm size in hect¿res of soybeans). If a farm is

productive efficient compared to the reference farm, then 0,0 will be negative.

Thus 0,0 for the reference fann will have a vãlue equal to zero. Any value less

than zero implies the farm is rnore productive than the reference farm. Farms less

productive efficient relative to the reference farm will have a value of 0,0 greater

fhan zeto,

C, is the variable input cost of producing output Yi in fa¡m i,

Co is the variable input cost of proclucing output Y0 in farm 0,

Y, is the ouþut level of soybeans produced in farm i,

Yo is the ouþut level of soybeans procluced in farm 0,
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Sn, is the ith farm's share of the variable input cost that can be attributed to the

nth variablo input,

Soo is the reference farm's share of the variable input cost that can be atffibuted

to the nth variable input,

W, is the nth variable input price in farm i,

Wo" is the nth variable input price in farm 0,

S*, is the ith farm's share of the capital input cost in soybeans production,

S*o is the reference farm's share of the capital input cost in soybeans production,

P, is the output price received at fann i,

P0 is the ouçut price received at farm 0,

Ki is the aglregate capital input that can be attributed to soybeans production in

the ith farrn, and

Ç is the aggre5ate capital input that can be atffibuted to soybeans production in

farm 0.

Since there are 55 farm observations, the direct use of (4.1) for comparisons of efficiency

in soybeans production would ¡esult in 54 comparisons with the reference farm (the

largest farm).
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4,2 Discussion of Data

In this section, we provide a description of the sources and methods used in the

consû'uction of the data set. During the period June to August 1991, a total of 100

fatmets were suweyed with the purpose of obtaining data on soybeans production.

Central, Southern and Lusaka provinces were identified as major soybeans ateas. Ideally,

it would have been preferable to take a randorn sample of farms from all the soybeans

growing æeas of Zambia. However, this was not done because of the financial and

Í'ansport constraints on the research. The approach taken ',vas to select an a¡ea which

would be represent¿tive ofthe major soybeans areas. In selecting the block to be sampled,

the following factors were considered: farrn type; farm size; va¡iation in clirnate; and

distance to the market. The research area was narrowed down to Central province

primarily because of Íansport availability. In terms of numbe¡ of falms and hectares of

soybeans, Central province ¡anks among the top three major soybeans areas in Zambia

(Table 1.2).

A list of farms growing a variety of crops, including soybeans, was made available

from Commercial Farmers Bureau, Kabwe Regional Resea¡ch Station and Lint Company

of Zambia. Traditional and small scale fanns were selected from a list of 150 village

clusters provided by Lint Company of Zambia. Each viilage cluster \?vas made up of about

20-25 farmers. In the frst stage of sarnple selection process, 25 out of 150 clusters were

selected. The 25 village clusters hacl 332 traditional fâmers and 168 small scale fa¡mers.

From the Commercial farmers Bureau register, we had 516 medium scale and 287

co¡nmercial fanns. The total number of farmers (traQitional, small scalo, medium scaie
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and commercial scale) in the survey area was 1,303. Table 4.1 gives a sumrnary of the

b¡eak down of the number of farmers according to farm size category. In the seconcl stage

of sample size selection process, 100 farmers (25 fi'om each farm size category) were

ranclomly selected within the sarnple area to represent the population of farms growing

soybeans. During personal visits ofeach of the 100 farmers selected for interviews, it was

found out that 15 farmers did not grow soybeans during the 1990/91 cropping season.

Information specific to soybeans production, which included input use, costs and output

was collected frorn only 85 farmers. However, out of 85 farmers, a total of 55 usable

questionnaires were obtained from the survey. The rest of the fanners could not provide

reliable information or the questionnaires were incomplete.

Although the representativeness of the sample cannot be proved, the wide

variations in size of farms, farm types, costs and output level would suggest that the

sample is fairly representative. As a result of the difficulty in obtaining ¡eliable tirne

series data at farm level, we collected data for the 1990-91 crop year only which was the

most recently completed crop year.
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Table 4.1 Number of farmers in the selection of sample size

Fa¡m Size

Stage

One

Two

Tfuee

Four

Five

Six

332 168

25 25

19 20

916

Medium

516

516

5i6

25

22

11

Traditional Small

150 village clusters

25 village clusters

Com¡erciai Total

287

287

287 i303

25 100

24 85

19 55

4.2.1 Hectares of soybeans

In Zambian agriculture, total farm land cultivated and technology used on the farm are

used in the classification of farm size. Assurning hectares of soybeans planted are

proportional to farm size, then the total hectares of soybeans planted is used as a proxy

measure of farm size. Total hectarage of soybeans is defined as the average of the area

planted and the area hawested of soybeans. The average of area planted and area

harvested gives a better measure of hectares of soybeans.

4.2.2 Output

Soybeans output is the physical quantity of soybeans (kiloglams) hawested from total

hectares of soybeans. To consffuct the price of output, we employ the fact that the

product price multiplied by quantity of soybeans produced rnust equal the value of output

or revenue, Thus we consÍucted the output price as the ratio of total revenue from

soybeans to the total soybeans oufput.
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4.2.3 Inputs

Eight inputs were used to measure efficiency in soybeans production. There are seven

vadable inputs, fertilizer, lime, seed, chemicals, inoculum, labour, and materials, and one

capiø1 input. The total variabie cost (C) of producing a level of soybeans output is the

sum across the total expenditure on fertilizer, lime, seed, chemicals, inoculum, labour, and

materials used in soybeans production on each farm in the 1990/91 cropping season.

Since we have different seed varieties, chemicai brands, rnaterials, labour

categories or employee types, and capital goods, we need to consÍuct a single aggregate

input indexes for each of these input categories on each farm. Thus we have to come up

with a single a1gregàte input index of seed, chemical, labour, materials, and capital. The

single aggregate input indexes are consfucted such that all values are shown relative to

the reference farm.3

The stating point for the construction of single a5gragate input indexes requiles

that we consider specific functional forms for the functions defining aggregate seed,

chemical, labour and capital input. ff aggregate seed, chemicals, labour and capital are

hanslog functions of their components, ìve can express the differences between logarithms

3 The reference farm will have an aggregato index equal to 0 for any aggregate input index
constructed from diffe¡ent categories of that input.
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of aggrogate inputs for any two farms (any ith farrn and the reference farm) in the forma

Lnxr- znxo=Ej=, j {sr, *srr) Ln ( 

H\
(4.2'

where

X, is the a,ggregate index of input for the ith farm,

Xo is the aggregate index of input for farm 0,

S¡¡ is the ith farm's share of the cost of aggregate input X that can be atÍibuted

to input of category j,

S¡o is the reference farm's share of the cost of aggregate input X that can be

atÍibuted to input of category j,

X¡i is the quantity of input in the jth category for the ith farm, and

X,o is the quantity of input in the jth category for the reference farm 0.

The total variable cost of aggregate input X is the sum of costs across all the input

categories of input X.

In principle, any index of aggregate input could be constructed from physical

quantities of individual input components with weights based on expenses incur¡ed on the

use of each input component out of the total væiable cost of producing a given level of

out¡lut. However, this tums out to be infeasible because some farms employ only a subset

o These expressions for aggregate inputs are also refened to as translog indexes of inputs
(Jorgenson and Nishimizu (1978)).
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of tho categories of inputs and hence equation (4.2) is undefined if there are any zero

quanti!ies.5

However, the price dual to (4.2) is well defined because there is a positive price

for each input even if the quantity is zero. Where the farm did not use a particular input,

we quote the government announced price for that input to ensule we have a positive

price for each input even if the quantity is zero.6 Thus the price of an input facecl by a

fann is computed as

Lnwr- r,nwo=E!=, j t srr* s, o\ Ln ( 

æl
(4.3)

whe¡e

W, is the aggregate price index of input for ith farm in the 7990191 cropping

season,

Wo is the a,ggre1ate price index of input for ¡eference falm 0 in the 1990191

cropping season,

S,i is the ith farm's share of the cost of aggregate input that can be attributed to

input of category j,

S" is the reference farm's share of the cost of aggtegate input that can bo

atEibuted to input of category j,

5 Equation (4.2) is unclefined for zero quantities because the logarithm of ze¡o does not exit.

6 Using the Govemment announced price where the farm dicl not use a particular input does not
affect our results because the cost or expenditure share of that input will be zero. It just makes
equation (4.3) defi¡ed.
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\¡ is the price of input in the jth category paid by the ith farm, and

\o is the price of input i¡ the jth category paid by the reference farm 0.

The total variable cost of aggregate input is the sum of costs across all the input

categories of the aggregate input,

4.2.3.1 Fertilizer

Data on the physical amount of fertilizer applied to the total area covered by soybeans

and expenditure on fertilizer was collected. Fertiiizer is marketed in 50 kilogram bags.

Despite the fact that fertilizer was a controlled procluct, farmers sti1l paid the government

announced price plus the cost of transpolt from the nearest depot to the farm. Fertilizer

quantity is the amount (kilograms) of fertilizer applied by each farm.

The actual price of fertilizer paid by the farm is implicitly calculated price given

the input quantity (amount of kilograms) and the totàl expenditure on fertilizer. If total

expenditure on fertilizer is equal to the product of fertilizer price multþlied by the

amount of kilograms of fertilizer applied, then the actual feltilizer price paid by each fann

is computed as the ratio of total expenditure on fertilizer to the amount of fertilizer

applied on soybeans. Each farm's share of the total variable input cost that can be

attributed to fertilizer cost is calculated as the ¡atio of fertilizer cost to totâl variable input

cost.
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4.2.3.2 Lime

Physical quantities (kilograms of lirne applied to total hectares of soybeans) and

expenditure on lime were coilected. The price of lime is calculate<l as the ratio of total

expenditure on lime usecl on soybeans to the total amount of lime applied to the total

hectares of soybeans. Each farm's share of the total variâblo input cost that can be

atÍibuted to lime cost is calculated as the ratio of lime cost to total variable input cost.

4.2.3.3 Seed

Three soybeans varieties (santa rosa, hernon and rnagoye) are used in soybeans

production. Both seed quantity and expenditure clata were collected directly from farms

during the interviews. Some farms grew more than one variety in a cropping season.

Instead of using three different seed prices, we consfucted a single seed price index faced

by each farm by aggregating the prices of three seed varieties into a single seed price.T

The aggregate price of seed can be calculated as in equation (4.3)

where

W, is the aggregate price index of seed in the ith farm,

Wo is the aggregate price index of seed in the reference fann,

S,i is the ith farm's shæe of the total seed cost that can be attributed to seed of the

jth category,

S,o is the reference farm's share of the total seed cost that can be attributed to seed

of the jth category,

t We assume that aggregate seed is a Íanslog function of its components (seed varieties).
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W,r is the price of the jth seed variety in the ith farm, and

\o is the price of the jth seed variety in the reference farm 0.

Total seed expenditure on each farm is tie sum across the expenditures incurred on each

seed variety used on the farm. The farm's share of the total vartable input cost that can

be attributed to seed cost is calculatecl as the rafio of total seed cost to total variable input

cost on each fa¡m.

4.2.3.4 Chemicals

Different chemicals a¡e used to control diseases in soybeans, however, we divided the

chemicals into herbicides ancl pesticicles. Expenditure ancl price data of each chemical

usecl was collected. To avoicl using clifferent prices for different chemicals, we consÍuct

a single chemical input price given the expenditure aid price data of each chemical type

used on the farm. For fa¡ms that usecl a subset of the chemicals, we use the government

announced price for that chemical type not used so as to avoid taking the logarithm of

zero. For each farm we calculate an aggregate price index for chemical input using

equation (4.3),

where

W, is the price index of chemical input in the ith farm,

Wo is the price index of chemical input in the reference farm 0,

Sri is the ith fa¡m's share of the total chemical expenditure that can be atÍibuted

to chemical of the jth category,
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S¡o is the reference farm's share of the total chemical expenditure that can be

attributed to chemical of the jth category,

W¡i is the price of chemical of the jth type usecl in the ith farm, and

\¡ is the price of chemical of the jth type used in the reference farm.

The total chemical expenses incurred in the production of soybeans on each farm is

computed as the sum across all the expenditures on the different types of chemicals used.

Each farm's share of the total variable input cost that can be att¡ibuted to chemical cost

is calculated as the ratio of total chemical cost to total variable input cost.

4,2.3.5 Inoculum

Some varieties use inoculum to enhance nodulation in the roots. Physical quantities

(kilograms) and expenditure data on inoculum were collected. The price of inoculum is

computed from the quantity and expenditure data.

If we define total exponditure on inoculum as the price per kilogram of inocuium

multiplied by tho total kilograrns of inoculum applied to total hectares of soybeans

cultivated, then the price paid at each farm is the ratio of total expenditu¡e on inoculum

to the totat quantity of inoculum used for the soybeans crop in the 1990/91 crop season.

Each fann's share of the total variable input cost that can be attributed to inoculum cost.

is calculated as the ratio of total expenditure on inoculum cost to total variable input cost.
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4.2,3.6 Labour

It was ciifficult to obtain data on the number of hours workecl by ernployees on tho faln.

However, data on the total nurnber of fann employees and total expenditure on labou¡

were collected. For farms that grow more than one crop in a season, labour expenditure

on soybeans was obtained by asking the farmer what proportion of the total expenditute

on labour was atcributed to soybeans,

Five categories of farm labour were identified:

i) farm manager - heads or occupies the managerial position on the farm. The fann

manager could be the owner or a hired manager;

iÐ Supervisors - these occupied the rniddle management on the farm.

iiÐ Regular farrn labourers - this constituted the bulk of the labour force on the fan¡.

These workers are employed on the farm as regular workers and are paid a

monthly wage based on an established wage rate between the owner or farm manager and

the regular farm labourers.

iv) Casual workers - this is the group of farm labourers employed during the peak

crop season to supplement the regular farm labourers, Casual workers are paid

according to the work done at an agreed wage rate.

v) Family labour - Singh (1969) defined family labour to include members of the

relation established between close relatives besides the members of the individual

family who reside together and share responsibilities.s

8 The child (ages 8 to 15 years) labour units have been converted into adult units on the basis
of two child units being equal to one adult units. One unit work of adult consist of eight hours.
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Given wage rates (which for the purpose of this study are used as labour prices)

and weights that reflect the labour cost of each category of labour, an aggregate labout

price index can be consÍucted. On each farm, payment expenses on wages and benefits

on each category of labour will be used as the shâres of that category of labour to the

total cost of labour. For farm managers, supewisors, regular and casual farmers, there are

no complications on the wage rate paid out and expenditures incur¡ed on each category.e

On each farm, the',vage rates for each category is calculated as the ratio of expenditure

on that category to the number of employees of that category.

One of the vexing problems in fonnulating rnodels fo¡ traditional agriculture in

developing countries is the valuation of family labour, and thus in establishing its

opportunity cost. Where off-fann work is readily available at a known wage, the problem

is readily ¡esolved by valuing family labour at the opportunity cost given by the off farrn

wage. It is however, not uncommon, particulary in cleveloping countries to find that such

alternatives are so limited that the wage is not a true measure of the opportunity cost,

Since opportunities are limitecl, the wage used (the official mi¡irnum wage) is sufficiently

high that all the labour needed will be forthcorning.

At the other exÍeme ancl a common practice in planning models is that a poftion

of the family labou¡ is given a zero value. This canies with it an implicit assumption

about the family's valuation of leisure and work which is not likely to be desirable for

this study. The zero opportunity cost implies no suitable off-farm work is available.

e Large and meclium scale farms are mostly operated by rnanagers and/or supervisors, regular and
casual workers whilst small farms are operatod by family labour.
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Moreover, from the zero opportunity cost, it can be inferrecl that utility is independent of

leisure and work but assumption about utility function imply that a positive income is

required to induce the farmer to give up leisure and to work rnore.

In this study, valuation of family labour was difficult to obtain and determine,

Employment of family labour dec¡eased with the increase in farm size. Farms owned by

Eaditional farmers are mainly operated by family labour. To determine family labour

',vage rates, several considerations are made about traditional and small scale farms in

general. During the peak season, to meet the heavy work load, family membe¡s practice

exchange of labour. In the survey area, family labour is exchanged to meet the peak

seasonal demands. In addition, soybeans is labour demanding at harvest time on small and

ffaditional farrns. Coupled with the fact that family labour can bo oxchanged among

family rnembers, it becomes logical to assume that family labour is variable in the sense

that its availability can be increasecl or clecreased by exchanges among family members.

Family labour wage rate is related to the availability of off-farm work ftVinkerman

1972). If opportunities off the farm are limited, then the opportunity cost is low. lf we

assume that the opportunity cost is zero, then family labour should be treated as a fixed

input which could complicate our lnodel by working with zero pdces. Otre approactres

in evaluating family labour assume that the marginal product of family labour is the same

as that of salaried or hired labour. Assurning perfect competition in the labour market,

labour is paid commensurate to its rnarginal product. Thus under these assumptions,

farnily labour is valued the sarne as hi¡ed labour.
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Despite opportunities off fa¡ms being limited, ',ve assume the opportunity cost of

family labour is low but not equal to zero. In addition, soybeans is mostly grown in

Central, Southem and Lusaka provinces which are relativeiy close to the urban centres.

On traditional and small farms, family labour is not compensated in the form of structured

wage rates, but mainly through food supplements, thus expenditue on family laboul is

rnainly on food. For this study, wage rates for family labour were calculated by the ratio

of expendituro on family members to the number of adults available in the cropping

season. Given the wage rate and expenditure on each category of farm employees, we can

calculate an aggregate price index of labou¡ for each farm using equation (4.3)

where

W, in the aggrogate price index of labour in the ith farm,

Wo in the aggregate price index of labour in the ¡eference farm 0,

S,i is the ith farm's share of the total labour expenses attributed to labour of jth

category,

S¡o is the leference farm's share of the total labour expenses attributed to labour

of jth category,

\i is the wage rate of labou¡ of jth category.paicl on the ith farm, and

\o is the wage rate of labour of jth category paid on the reference farm 0.

The total labour cost is computed as the sum across the five categories of labour. Each

fa¡m's share of the totai variable input cost that can be attributed labour cost is calculated

as the ratio of total labour cost to totai variable input cost.
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4,2.3.7 Materials

Materials include fuel (diesel) and grain bags. Data were collected on fuel expenditure,

price of fuel, total number of grain bags, and the price of each bag, Total expenditure on

grain bags was cornputed by multiplying the total number of bags by the price of each

bag. The aggregate price index of material is calculated using equation (4.3)

where

W, is the aggregate price index of material input in the ith farm,

Wo is the aggregate price index of material input in the reference farm 0,

S' is the ith farm's share of the material expenditure attributed to material of the

jth category,

5.¡6 is the reference farm's share of the material expenditure attributed to material

of the jth category,

\ü1¡ is the price of material of the jth type used in the ith farm, and

\o is the price of material of tho jth type used in the refe¡ence farm 0.

The total material expenses incuned in the production of soybeans on each fa¡m is

computed as the sum ac¡oss the expenditures on the t',vo types of materials. Each farm's

share of the total variable input cost that can be attributed to material expenses is

calculatecl as the ratio of total material expenses to total variable input cost.

Since farms pay the same price for fuel and same price for grain bags, the

diffe¡ence of aggregate price index of ith farm to the reference farm is zero. This implies

the product of the average share of the materials input multiplied by its aggregate price

index between the ith farm and the reference farm will be zero.
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4.2.3.8 Capifal

One approach is to construct capital input from data on the seryices of capital stock and

lental prices for capital selices. Since capital se¡vices can be compensated at rental

prices, the consÍuction of capital input would require clata on rental hansactions in capital

services but with lack of active rental rnaÌkets n Zambia and lack of farm level data on

rontal fansaction in capital services, it is not feasible to consEuct capital input using

rental prices.

An altemative approach to construction of capital input is to infer the level of

capital stock at each point of time from data on flows of investment up to that point.

Rental prices required for the indexes of capital can be infered from data on prices of

investment goods. This approach, called the perpetual inventory method, is based on

Clujstensen and Jorgenson (1969). Gollop and Jorgenson (1975) utilized the dual to the

perpetual inventory method to provide the theoretical framework for measures of the

rental prices of capital services. The dual approach requires data on nominal rate of

return, rate of depreciation, capital gains or loss ancl tax stLuctu¡e.ro It is difficult to

obtain such information at farm level in Zambia.

Lower wage levels and higher capital costs in underdeveloped countries make a

strong priori case for using equipment longer than in developed countries. ln Zanbia

where credit and finance are relatively scarce for the small and medium scale farmers,

farmers have no altemative but to buy equipment that wears out at a rate that amounts

r0 Capital variable is to be rneasured by the a¡rnual rental value of the capital stock in which
capiøl stock is the total value of capital components. Multiplying the value of capital stock by
the rate of return on farm capital and the average rate of depreciation yields the capital input.
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to higher costs of repair work. Lack of technological advance, however, means that

equiprnent is replaced when physically wotn out.

In Zambia, the use of old equipurent is the most widespread way of adjusting

production methods to scarce capital and abundant labour. Maintenance and repair permits

capitâl goods to stay on the production line longer. Terborgh (1949) observed that

maintenance and repair work is labour intensive and that high wage, lo\'r' intetest, large

r¡arket economies abandon equipment earlier than in deveioping countries. Thus spending

on maintenance and repail work is an altemative way of posþoning replacernent in

developing countries.

On each farm, data were collected on the number of fractors, combines, oxen and

other farm implements, hire payments on tractor, combine ancl oxen, and expenditure on

maintenanco and repair of tractors, combines, oxen and farm machinery. We also

collected rough estimates as how much of each capital input was allocated or used on

soybeans production.

Our model assumes single quasi-fixed capital input. For this reason, we have to

construct a single capital input. From the data collected we cannot employ the perpetual

inventory rnethod to estimate the capital stock from investment data. There is a lack of

data on investment in equipment and sfructures, ptice of investment goods and taxation

sfuctufo.

However, we a¡e able to consffuct our capital input using the approach of Yamada

and Ruttan (1975). They aggregated the different Íaction methods into horsepower

without weighting the different faction types. Modifications will be made to their
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approach to include the cost share (weight) of each of the diffelent traction methods used

in aggregating capital input.

For convenience in this study, the construction of capital input will include r¡otive

power only: Íactors, combines and oxe¡1. Buildings, farm sÍuctures and irrigation

faciiities are thus excluded due to incomplete data. The farm capital input is the aggregate

horsepower of fiactors, combines and oxen.rl We assume that one horsepower work is

the same across ffactors, combines and oxen. This implies one horsepower of ox can do

the same amount of work as one horsepower of tractor or combine. Aggregation using the

horsepower also canies with it that the âmount of horsepower on a farm is related to the

size of the farm and implements used. The larger the implernent, the mo¡e horsepower

needed to perform work with that implement.

Conshuction of an index of capital input from.the tll'ee categories of farm capital

input requires weights that reflect the annual capital cost of each type of capital input. A

substantial amount of repair and maintenance work is carried out on factors and

combines. Farmers who own Íactors and combines incur capital costs in the form of

replacing worn-out parts, spare parts, ancl other ropair and maintenance work. In view of

the high cost of capital inputs, particulary for combìnes ancl tractors, sorne fa¡ms hile

Íactors and combines. These farmers incur capital coót in the form of lease payments for

fiactol or combine hired. We estimate the annual cost of each type of capital input hired

as the total lease payrnent.

" One ox has 0.5 horsepower
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Capital costs in oxen include dipping and other maintenance cost. Despite the fact

that the total number of farms in the sample who own oxen is about 15 percent, the use

of oxen is about 38 percent due to oxen hi¡e. We estimate the annual oxen cost for

farmers who do not own oxen as the total payments incurred for hiring oxen. On each

farm, the capital cost incur¡ed on each category of capital input is used as the share of

that catogory on the total cost of capital input.

We can compute the aggregate capital quantity index for each farm using a

modified version of equation (4.2) astz

LnKr- LnKo=D1=, j I srr* s, o) Ln ( 

æ)
(4 .4)

where

K, is the aggregate index of capital input in the ith farm,

Ç is the aggregahe index of capital input in the reference farm 0,

S¡¡ is the ith farm's share of the total capital input cost attributed to capital input

of jth category,

S" is the reference farm's share of the total capital input cost atÍibuted to capital

input of jth category,

{r is the amount of horsepowers in the jth category in the ith farm, and

\o is the amount of horsepowers in the jth category in the reference farm 0.

t' Since farms use a subset of the three categories of cápital input, and equation (4.2) is
unclefined if the¡e are zero quantities, we will add one horsepower to al1 farms to avoid taking
the logarithm of zero for capital input not used on a paúicular farm. This does not corrplicate
our results because if the fann did not use a particular category of capiøl input, its cost share
of that input is zero and the logarithm of one is zero.
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Total cost of capiøl input on each farm is the sum across the expenses incuned in the

three capital input categories. Each farm's share of the total variable input cost attributed

to cost of capital input is calculated as the ratio of difference between total variable input

cost and total revenue to the total variable input cost.



CHAPTER 5.0 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

This chapter presents results of the efficiency calculation of each fa¡m. Productive

efficiency implies a larger amount of output is producecl from a given quantity of inputs.

This also means if a farm is efficient, lower levels of variable cost were required in the

1990/91 cropping season.

The calculated efficiency value of the reference farm is represented by 100 (0,0=0¡

percent. In any other farm, a lower efficiency level relative to the reference fatm is

represented by a number greater than 100 (ei0>0) percent. Higher efficiency leve1 relative

to the reference farm is represented by a number less than 100 (0,0<0) percent.

For purposes of comparison, efficiency measures we¡e calculated using two

alternative bases. The largest farm (in terrns of hectares) was used as the reference farm

in scena¡io I, and an average fann was used as the reference point in scenatio tr. The

theory of flexible functional forms suggests that more accuate measures of efficiency are

obtainecl using the average farm as the base (scenario II). The Íanslog specification of

the cost function provides a second order Taylor series approximation to the unknown

true cost function. This approximation is more satisfactory for small variations in data

(arguments of the cost function) than for large variátions in data (e.g. Diewert 1971).

Variations between farms and the reference fan¡ will generally be sr¡aller when the base

is defined as an average fa¡m rather than as an extreme observation such as the largest

farm. The¡efore, a franslog approximation generally leads to less serious specification

er¡ols when an average farm is selected as the reference point as in scenario II.



5.1. Scenario I

Scenario I uses the largest farm as the reference farm. The results describe a very

remarkable difference in technology among the farms growing soybeans. The efficiency

values of individual farms range from 0.41 to -2.91 with the overall mean efficiency value

of the sample at -0.18 which implies that soybeans requl'e lower levels of variable costs

of production. At -0.18 efficiency value, these farms can produce soybeans at variable

cost level 16 percent lower than the reference farm.

Breaking the sample overall efficiency value into percentage of sample farms with

higher and lo\rer cost levels, the results show that 48 percent of the farms have an

efficiency level lower than the reference falm. These farms require higher level of

variable costs relative to the reference farm. The percentage of the sample farms that aro

approximately as efficient as the reference farm, with efficiency values ranging from -0.03

to 0.03, is 13 percent. The efficiency differential of this range means the variable cost

level of these farms is not less or greater than 3 percént of the largest farm variable cost

level. Farms with higher efficiency reiative to the reference farm account for 39 percent

of the sample. Figure 5.1 will enhance our analysis of efficiency distribution in each farm

size category.
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Figure 5.1 Efficiency distribution in each farm size category (scenario I).

Within the ffaditional farms, there are as many efficient farms as there are

inefficient ones relative to the reference fa¡m. In this group, efficient and inefficient farms

each account for 44.4 percent while 1 1.2 percent of fa¡ms are as efficient as the reference

faln. 56 percent of small scale farms are producing soybeans at relatively lower va¡iable

cost level and 38 percent ofthe falms in this category operate relatively inefficiently. The

proportion of farms that are as efficient as the la-rgest farm is 6 petcent. The proportion

of efficient medium scale farms is 46 percent. The percentage of high cost falms is 36

percent of the group. The farms whose effieiency value is almost that of the largest farm
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are 18 percent of the fanns in this group. The fraction of high cost farms is higher in the

cornnercial farm category, some 63 percent of the group. Those as efficient as the lalgest

farm make up 21 percent and 16 percent of the farms are higher efficiency producers.

A comparison of mean efficiency values in each farm size group will likely reveal

a pattern of the levels of efficiency. The mean efficiency values achieved in the sample

generally decreases with farm size with the commercial far m size group being the lowest

of all the four farm groups.The small scale farms (growing between 2-10 hectares) have

the highest average efficiency value of -0.38. An average efficiency value of -0.38 means

the variable costs of small scale fan¡s are 32 percent lower relative to the reference farm.

The medium scale farms, a category of fan¡s cultivating 10-40 hectares, rank second with

an average efficiency level 31 (e= -0.37) percent higher than the largest farm. The

traditionâl farms (0-2 hectares) ranking thfud have average efficiency level 10 (0= -0.11)

percent higher than the largest farm. The commercial scale fatms growing more than 40

hectares rank least with average efficiency value of 0.05, which tneans vatiable cost level

in soybeans procluction are 5 percent higher relative to the ¡eference farm. lVithin each

fa¡m size group, we can investigale the individual farm level efficiencies as shown in

table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Range of efficiency values by farm size (scenario I).

Farm Size

(Hectares)

Numbe¡ Efficiency Value

Lowest Highest Average

0<2

>2<70

>10<40

>40

All Farms

9

t6

11

L9

55

0.34

0.40

0.41

0.41

-T.T2

-t.62

-2.9r

-1.24

-0.11

-0.38

-0.37

0.0s

-0.18

The highest efficiency ievei is achievecl neither by the smallest nor the lægest

farm in the sample. The highest efficiency value is attained by a medium sized farm that

grew 20 hectares in the 1990/91 cropping season. This most productive farm is

95 (A= -2.91) percent more efficient compared to the reference farm.

Apparently two farms with the lowest produciive efficiency level have the same

efficiency value of 0.41. The two most inefficient farms are a medium size farm that grew

25 hectares while the othel is a cornmercial far m that grew 45 hectales of soybeans in the

1990/91 cropping season. These farms are 50 percent inefficient compared to the

reference farm.

It appears smaller farms have achieved higher efficiency in costs level. The use

of the largest fann as the reference point could be the contributing factor in smaller farms

revealing artificially higher efficiency levels. We can utilize the average farm as the

reference point in the analysis of efficiency levels to teduce the variations. The average

fa¡m is not as extreme as using the lægest farm. Moreover, the average farm adjusts, for
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changes in the relative importance of factors detennining the efficiency level. As the

divergency of tho farm size becomes smailer, so too does the difference between the

values of efficiency.

5.2 Scenario II

The reference farm in this case is the average farm constructed fi'orn all farms in the

samplo. The overall efficiency value of the sample does change cirastically in terms of

rnagnitucle when the average farrn is used as the reference point. The overall sample

efficiency value in this scena¡io is -0.47. This means farms are relatively efficient with

variable cost level 37 percent lower than the average farm. The overall sample efficiency

level in scenario II is more than double the value in scenario I.

Farms with lower efficiency relative to the average farm account for 33 percent

while 7 percent of the farms are as efficient as the average farm with efficiency values

ranging from -0.03 to 0.03. The rest,60 percent are efficiently opetating at a lower

variable cost level compared to the reference farm. Figure 5.2 shows the efficiency

distribution in each farm size category in scenario II.
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Figure 5.2 Efficiency disnibution in each farn size category (scenario tr).

In the category of naditional farms, 44 percent of the farms incurrecl higher

variable costs than the average fa¡m i¡ the production of soybeans in the i990/91

cropping season. The corresponding figure for efficient farms relative to the leference

farm variable cost is 56 percent of the Íaditional farms. ln the sr¡all scale farms, the

fraction of farms in the lower cost leve1 is 87 percent and 13 percent are in the higher

cost level. Efficient farms in the medium scale category make up 73 percent of the faflns.

The higher cost level farms are 27 percent of the farms in the medium scale category.

The comme¡cial farms with higher efficiency level relative to the reference farm in the

production of soybeans arc 32 percent of the farms in this group. Inefficient farms are 47
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percent and those as efficient as the reference farm are 21 percent of the færns. In

scenario II, none of the farms are as efficient as the average far m in the traditional, small

ancl medium scale farms.

The same picture is repeated in tenns of mean efficiency values. The small scale

farms are the ûìost efficient. They are 62 (A= -0.9'1) percent moro efficient than the

average fann. The medium scale farms rank second with average efficiency value of -0.57

which is 43 percent higher than the average fa¡m. The average efficiency level of

traditional and corrunercial fa¡ms rank third and fourth respectively. The average

efficiency valuo of -0.35 means naditional fan¡s a¡e:30 percent mote efficient than the

average farm. However, the commercial farm category average efficiency level is now 5

percent higher than the average farrn. Under scena¡io I, cornmercial farms were 5 percent

inefficient relative to the reference point. The average efficiency values of all farm size

categories has risen under scenario II compared to the values in scenario I. The average

efficiency for rraditional farms has inc¡eased ÍÌom -0.1I to -0.35. For the medium farms,

the average efficiency value is -0.57 as opposed to an average efficiency value of -0.37

in scenario I. The average efficiency level for the small scale farmers has risen to -0.97

from -0.38 under scenario I. Table 5.2 below shows the ranges of efficiency values on

each farm size in scenario II.
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Table 5.2 Range of efficiency values by farr¡ size (scenæio tr).

Farm Size Number Efficiency Value

(Hectares) Lowest Highest Average

<2 I 0.39 -2.tt -0.3s

>2<10 16 0.49 -2.89 -0.9'7

>10<40 11 0.34 -4.08 -0.57

>40 19 0.2'1 -t.26 -0.05

A1l fanns 55 -0.4'7

The lowest efficiency value of 0.49 is attained by a small scale farm that grew 3

hecta¡es of soybeans as compared to the value of 0.41 in scenario I which was achieved

by farms that planted 25 and 45 hectares of soybeans. In both scenario I and scenario II,

a medium scale farm that grew 20 hectares ¡anked the most efficient ¡elative to the

reference point. However, under scenario II, this farm has efficiency value of -4.08

compared to -2.91 in scenario I.
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5.3 Discussion of results

Although in both scenarios, the average sample efficiency value shows, farms are

operating at higher efficiency level, there is wide variation in the level of efficiency for

individual farms, and consequently the potential for rninimizing the farm cost of

ploduction frorn the existing inputs also varies greatly across farms in the sample.

Even though there are variations in efficiency levels within the farm groups, the

overall pattem is consistent. We notice that the highest productive efficiency in the

sample are not restricted to the lalgest farm. On average, productivity declined from the

small scale farm size group to the commercial farrn size group.

It is not surprising that the traditional farm size group ranks third in efficiency.

Traditional farmers are rnore subsistence and thei¡ venturing into soybeans, a cash crop,

is to spread the possibility of bad events occur¡ing and to supplement their incomes. On

the other hand, the smali scale farmers, who are emerging into cash crop production such

as soybeans, have ranked fust in efficiency levei. These small farms are not as specialized

as the commercial farms. They tend to be involved in a mixtrue of activities, thus

soybeans is grown in addition to other crops in any one season. Another general

characteristic of small scale farms is that they cannot afford the high cos! of inputs;

hence, research and extension services seek to make the cost of production affordable in

the Íaditional and small scale farms. Srnall scale falrns ate also supported by the Lint

Company of Zambia input credit scheme as a way of cushioning them from the high cost

of inputs. Under this scheme, Lint Company of Zanbia also provides, extension advice,

and Íansportation of inputs to and produce from depots covered by this scheme. This
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could be a possible explanation for small scale farr¡s ranking fln'st in efficiency.

Comme¡cial fa¡ms are highly specialized and supposedly requile more

management skills to operate. On larger fæms, soybeans is mainly grown in the rainy

season to be rotated with wheat in the cold dry season, Commercial farmers have

relatively more access to commercial credit. The fact that at the timo of survey inputs

were subsidized, we suspect over application of inputs by the commercial farms in

soybeans production. The question therefore, arises as to whether extension support

(through Lint Company of zambia ) is the explanation for the relatively higher efficiency

among the small scaie farms. Thus we will test the significance of extension suppo on

efficiency of small scale farms.

5.3.I Hypothesis Tests

We would like to consider fo¡mal statistical tests of differences of means among the four

groups of farms. To test whether there are significant differences in efficiency among the

farm gloups, \rr'e use the following regression equation

0=Bo +B rlrr+p zD2Ìp3D3Je

whe¡e

0 is the calculated efficiency value of each fann in the sample,

Du = 1 if t is in traditional farms, D,, = 0 othêrwise,

D2t = 7 if t is in small scale farms, Dzt = 0 otherwise,

Dsr = 1 if t is in meclium scale fanns, D., = 0 otherwise, and

e is the eno¡ term.
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The null hypothesis (FIo:Bt=0,Br=6,B:=0) is that there are no significant differences in

efficiency by farm size group. The results of tests of differences in efficiency are reported

in table 5.3. Although we have reported test results ftor¡ the two scenarios, we will only

consider results from scenario II over those from scenario I. An F+est is performed in

order to determine whether there æe significant differences in efficiency among farm

groups. Based on the results of this test, shown in t¿ble 5.3, the nuil hypothesis of no

significant clifferences in efficiency among farm size groups is rejected at 95 percent

level. In other words, the calculated F value of 3.23:is greater than the c¡itical F value

of 2,78. Thus, there are significant differences in efficiency among the four farm size

categories. A1I the coefficients are negatively relatecl to the calculated efficiency value.

However, only the coefficient associated with the small scale group is significant at the

95 percent level. This means the efficiency levet of small scale farms is the most

significantly cliffe¡ent from the other farm size categories.
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Table 5.3 Test of differences in efficiency among different farm size groups.

Variable Scenario I Scenario II

D,,

D",

-0.16

(-0.64)

-0.43

(-2.01).

-0.42

(-t.76)

2.78

1.76

-0.30

(-0.83)

-0.92

(-3.06).

-0.52

(-1.s4)

2.78

3.23-

D,,

Critical Fo.or,,,r, 0.,'

Calculated F-value

t-statistics in parentheses, 51 cl.f.
- 

indicates significance at the 95 percent level.

An issue that has generated interest is the relationship between farm size ancl

efficiency. Since our efficiency measure is calculated under the assumption of constant

returns to scale, it would be interesting to test whether there is internal consistency with

the assumption of constant returns to scale. Another issue we wouicl like to investigate

is the impact of Lint Company of Zanbia support on small scale farms.

There are two ways of canying out tests ¡elated to returns to scale and extension.

We can test constant returns to scale and the impact of extension on efficiency by

utilizing t'wo regression equations with the calculated procluctive efficiency measure as

the dependent variable and either farm size in hectares of soybeans planted or farm size

in capital (k) and ouþut (y) as the independent variables.
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We can write the first regression equation as

(1). 0=Fo+B,Fs+BrD+e

where

0 = calculated efficiency level of each farm,

Fs is fann size measurecl in hectates of soybeans planted in the 1990/91 cropping

soason,

D = i if small scale farm, and D = 0 otherwise, The dummy variable D is to

capture the ifirpact of extension on small scale farms supported by Lint company

of Zambia.

1, Tests of Constant leturns to scale

Ho: Bt=6

The null hypothesis of constant returns to scale implies that the efficiency values (0) is

constructed correctly regarding retums to scale and is consistent with our assumption of

constant returns to scale, An irnplication of constant retums to scale is that there is no

relationship between efficiency and farm size.

2. Test of significance of extension (D)

Ho: B, = 0, the null hypothesis is that (controlling for farm size) extension is not

a significant explanatory variable for the high efficiency among small scale farms. Thus

insignificant results imply that factors other than extension alone are responsible for sr¡all

scale fanns ranking filst in efficiency.
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Table 5.4 Test results from the regression equation 1, specified in hectares of soybeans
planted

Variable Scenario I Scenario II

Farm size (Fs)

Small scale dumrny (D)

0.198-02

( 1.03)

-0.t7

(-0.82)

0.31F-02

(1.16)

-0.55

(- 1.86)

t-statistics are in parentheses, 52 d.f.

All the coefficients are insignificant at 95 percent level. By this result, we accept

the null hypothesis of constant returns to scale. Furthermore, insignificant results mean

efficiency is independent of farm size. In tems of extension, wo accept the null

hypothesis that extension alone is not responsible for small scale farmers being the most

efficient.

Within the framework of a variable cost function C(w,k,y) used in this study,

constant returns to scale in production is defined by resEictions on the cost function in

te¡ms of k and y rather than in terms of hectares of soybeans. Therefore, a more

appropriate and direct test of constant returns to scale is that 0 is independent of k and

y. Thus ouþut y and capital k will be used instead of hectares of soybeans planted, to test

for constant returns to scale and significance of extension in the following equation:

(2). 0 = Þo + P,k + Þ¿y + p3D + e
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where

0 = calculaæd efficiency leve1 of each farm,

k is the capital input on each farm,

y is the level of ourput produced on each farm, and

D as defined in the first equation.

1. Test of Const¿nt Retums to scale

Ho: B, = 0, F, = 0 is the null hypothesis of constant retutns to scale. Since our values of

0 where conshucted using k and y, by this test, we are also testing for internal

consistency. Insignificant coefficients would mean efficiency (0) was conshucted properly

rogarding roturns to scale and is consistent with constant returns to scale assumption.

Insignificant results also suggest there is no relationship between farm size and efficiency.

2. Test of significance of extension (D) 
.

Ho: Þ¡ = 0, insignificant results imply extension service provided by Lint Company of

Zambia is not a primary explanation for the relatively high efficiency among small scale

falms compared to other farm size categories.

An F-statistic is calculated to test for constant retulns to scale in soybeans

production. T-statistics is used to test for the significance of extension by Lint Company

of Zambia on small scale.farms. The results of the above tests ate presented in the table

5.5 below.
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Table 5.5 Test result from regression equation 2, specified in terms of k and y

Variable Scenario I Scenario II

Capital input (K)

Output (Y)

Calculated F value

0.27

(3.31)

-0.118-05

(-0.e3)

6.0'7-

4.03

0.16

(2.6t)

-0.888-06

(-0.s2)

4.13'

4.03Critical F,o.o.. ,,, n,

Small scale dummy (D) 0.14

(0.68E-01)

-0.27

(-0.e1)

t-statistics are in parentheses. 51 d.f.

* indicates significance at the 95 percent level.

At the 95 percent level of significance, \rye reject the null hypotheses of constant

returns to scale in both scenarios (although the emphasis of the inte¡pretation is on

scenario II results for reasons mentioned earlier). This means we do not accept tho null

hypothesis of constant returns to scale. By this result, it is possible efficiency (0) was not

constructed properly and therefore there is no internal consistency with the assumptions

made. Since testing for constant returns to scale using k and y is more direct than using

hectares of soybeans planted, we will use the results.from regression equation specified

in terms of k and y to make deductions about inte¡nal consistency. Rejecting constant

returns to scale also implies that productive efficiency is dependent on farm size measured

in capital (k) and ouþut (y). The test results are interesting in the sense that capit¿l input

coefficient has a significant t-statistics at 95 percent level. Capital input coefficient is also

positively related to the dependent variable. This implies one percent inc¡ease in capital
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input reduces efficiency level by 16 percent. A possible explanation for the positive

relationship with the dependent variable is that the shadow price of capital may have been

ovor-estimated by calculations based on conslant tetutns to scale. Alternatively, the

conÍibutions of farm family labour associated with low levels of capital may have been

uncler-estimated.

The test of significance in extension support offerecl by Lint Company of Zambia

to small scale farm shows insignificant results. This rneans we accept the nu1l hypothesis

that extension does not explain the high efficiency amòng small scale farms. Other factors

combined with extension could be the possible 
"*plunution 

for better performance by

small scale farms.

5.4 Limitation of model and datâ

The model we used to calculate the fann level efficiency had its own limitations.

The choice of reference point is arbitrary. In cross section studies of measuring efficiency,

there is no natural ordering as in time series studies. However, it is wo¡th highlighting

that when the reference point was changed from the largest farm to average, it is only the

magnitude of ou¡ values that changed not the pattern. of results.

Expenditures were used as the choice of weighting the inputs. In some inputs, the

allocation of the proportion of that input used on soybeans were just rough estimates from

the farmers. Double counting is suspected especially in inputs like labour, fuel and

chemicals.
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The construction of inputs like capital also affected our results especially for the

larger farms. Generally, larger farms are capital intensive compared to smaller farms but

the use of horsepower on the farm as capital input tneasure might have overestimated

amount of the capital input on the fann. The allocation of capital input as well as labour

inpu! to soybeans were just rough estilnates purely basecl on the fatmers's recollection

especially in multiple cropping situation. The general quality of data can also be

questionable especiaily when collected at a time of political uncertainties. Data on other

variable inputs; electricity, irrigation, veterinary medicines ancl weather was not collected.
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CHAPTER 6.0 CONCLUSION

Given the increase in the nurnber of farms and hectares under soybeans production, the

objective of this study was to measure and compare the efficiency of farms in soybeans

production. The other objective was to determine the:impact of farm size on efficiency.

The objectives were achieved by comparing farm level variable costs inourrecl in

soybeans production in the 1990/91 cropping season. The model used was a Tornqvist

index formula based on a trânslog short run va¡iable cost function. The findings of this

study indicate significant differences in efficiency levels in the production of soybeans

exists among the clifferent farm size categories.

Results indicate the folJowing ranking of farm size categories, ftom most efficient

to least efficient: small scale (2-10 hectares), rnediurn (10-40 hectares), traditional (<2

heclares) and commercial (>40 hectares). Thus small fanns tend to be rnost efficient, and

commercial farms tend to be least efficient.

Tests of consistency show that there is inconsistency with the assumption of

constant returns to scale. These tests suggest there is a general negative lelationship

between farm size (as measured by capital) and efficiency. The impact of extension on

small scaìe farms supported by Lint Compan y of Zarnbia was assessed. We find that

extension is not significant in explaining the high efficiency among small scale farms.



6.1 Policy Implications

The smaller farm sizes, despite practising multiple cropping within a growing season,

have efficiencies higher than the larger farms. These smaller farms have an input credit

scheme with Lint Company of Zambia, which also plovides extension service to small

falr¡s. Small farmers by virtue of support by the Lint Cornpany of Zambla, are required

to sell their produce to the fore mentioned company. Commercial fa¡mers have different

marketing anangements independent of Lint Company of Zambia, They can sell their

produce anywhere. The emphasis on Lint Compan y o,f Zambia providing credit, physical

inputs, and extension advice to smaller farms is not the only influential factor contributing

to higher efficiency of small scale farners in soybeans production. Our conclusion is that

small scale farms, even though they rank fi¡st in performance, have achieved high

efficiency because of other factors combined with the present input credit scheme.

Although extension was not the only explanation for their high efficiency, as results show,

the potential for producing soybeans at minimum cost favour small scale and mediuûr

sized falms rather than commercial scale farms. The present input credit scheme should

be encouraged because it is targeted on the slnall scale farms who are the most efficient

group of farmers.

Although the farm's efficiency level is measured relative to the performance of

the other fanns in the sample, making it impossible to draw any general conclusions on

the efficiency of farms in soybeans production as a whole, we can make a few comments

about the irnportance of this study in as far as soybeans production is concerned. Firstly,

this study coulcl be the foundation for which agricultural resea¡ch and extension advice
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aimed at a particular farm group could be based especially if increased output at

minimum resource cost is to be achieved by the targeæd farm group. Even if we cannot

genenlize,the results of this study could enhance more analysis in research and extension

services with regarcls to different farm categories.

Our results suggest that larger farms are not necessatily more efficient than small

fæms. Although the model and the data construction had short comings, the results of the

study are important to the extent that it may be useful for policy especially in Zambia

where it is normally argued that the policy environment is more favourable to larger

farms than smaller farmers. If this is the case, with results indicating that large farms are

not as efficient as is purported, then effotts to increase soybeans production by

oncouraging commercial farmers may be counter productive.

6.2 Recommendation for Future Research

It is generally argued that there is a tendency to ovet-estimate (in larger farms) and to

under-estimate (in smaller farms) the level of costs, even though the extont of this bias

is unknown. In view of the fore mentioned problem, a natural extension to this stucly

wouid be to expand the data base so as to handle multiple outputs especially among small

scale farmers who grow rnultiple crops in a season. One must, however, point out that we

did not include all the variables used in soybeans production, Therefore, another

suggostion is to inciude the missing variablos such as elecEicity, irrigation, and weather,

which in turn presurnably would lead to improved lneasurement of efficiencies.
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Constant returns to scale was the implicit assumption in the calculation of

productive efficiency. Rejecting the assumption of constant returns to scaie in soybeans

production implies the possibility of other scales of operation. Our approach can be seen

as being resÍictive by implicitly assuming constant roturns to scale. In applications where

there are increasing or decreasing returns to scalo, the index approach we used can result

in biased results of efficiency. Economefic estimation of production technology becomes

essential because of the importance of parameter estimates of the underlying substitution

elasticities (allowing for interaction between inputs) ancl scale parameters. As part of

future ¡esearch we suggest econometrically estimating a production technology that should

allow for the possibility that returns to scale vary with both output level and input mix;

that is, regions of increasing, constant and decreasing retums to scale can exist. This will

allow for the possibility that farms show differences in returns to scale as weil as non-

constant returns to scale.
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APPENDX 1.0 FARM SURVEY QUESTTONNAIRE



STRUCTURE OF THE OUESTIONNAIRE

A: SOYBEANS PRODUCTION

VARIETY AREA OUTPUT PRICE TOTAL REVENUES

B: TOTAL COST OF PRODUCTION

VARIETY AREA TOTAL COST OF INPUTS

C: USE OF FERTILZER ON SOYBEANS PRODUCTION

TYPE AMOUNT AREA COVERED PRICEruNTT TOTAL COST

D: USE OF LIME ON SOYBEANS PRODUCTION

AMOUNT AREA COVERED PRICEruMT TOTAL COST
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E: SEED USE ON SOYBEANS

VARIETY AMOUNT AREA COVERED .PzuCEruNIT TOTAL COST

F: USE OF CHEMICALS

TYPE AMOUNT AREA COVERED PRICEruMT TOTAL COST

G: USE OF INOCULUM

AMOT]NT AREA COVERED PRICEAJNIT TOTAL COST

H: FARM LABOUR

TYPE NUMBER OPERATION V/AGERATE TOTALEXPENDITURE
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I: MATERIALS

TYPE AMOUNT PRICEruMT TOTAL EXPENDITURE

]: INVENTORY OF TRACTORS

a) If used own tractor,

TYPE OPERATION HORSEPOWER TOTAL EXPENDITURE'3

b) lf tractor was hired,

TYPE OPERATON HORSEPOWER HIRE RATE TOTAL PAYMENTS

r3 Total expenditure on repair and rnaintenance (excluding fuel)
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K: USE OF COMBINE

a) If use own combine,

TYPE OPERATION HORSEPOWER TOTAL EXPENDITURE

b) If combine was hired,

TYPE OPERATION HORSEPOWER HIRE RATE TOTAL PAYMENTS

L: USE OF OXEN

rr useo own oxen,

OPERATION NUMBER TOTAL COST ON MAINTENANCEI4

raMaintenance includes dipping and other veterinary conEol measures.
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If oxen was hired,

OPERATION NUMBER HIRE RATE TOTAL PAYMENT

M:INVENTORY OF MPLEMENT

TYPE OF IMPLEMENT TOTAL EXPENDITURE 70 USE ON SOYBEANS
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APPENDIX 2.0 FARM DATA



# Fãm size Totalv.cost
(!-lectaæs) (l$,{acha)
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-5.53 {.35
-5.38 -2,53

4.æ 0.08

-4.01 4.19

4.79 0.06
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-4.59 4.0€
4.23 0.34

{.26 4.f 9
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{. t6
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AÞpendix 2.I lcondnuedì

Scenado I Scenado ll
# Fann size Toblv.cost OuÞut AggrÞgate Elficiêncy Aggrelate Etficjency

(Hectares) (kwadìa) (ks) c¿pitål value cadtal value

37 45.00 707044.26

38 45.æ 724936.86

39 50.00 701n215
40 50.00 753038.26

41 50.00 800053.æ

42 55.00 1041181.53
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{.06 4.æ.
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0.17 {.f 0
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0

0
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0
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0
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App€nd¡x 2.3 CâFitaJ lnput

1 0.25

2 0,50

3 0.81

4 1.00

5 1.00

6 t.50

7 2.@

I 2.00

9 2.00

10 2.50

fl 2.50

12 2.æ

13 3.00

14 3.00

15 3.00

16 3.00
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30 25.00
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f700 0 0

1200 0 0

1600 0 0

2125 0 0

ææ00
2ß7500

0 1146 0

0 1530 0

0 1500 0

24cþ00
6000 0 0

3000 0 0

3645 0 0

42æ00
90000
44æ00
1000 0 0

m 40000 0

0 60000 0

0 57600 0

0 73800 0

0 96000 0
0 f0000 87500

0 150000 t00000

0 180000 105000

0 37500 90000

0 404¡0 102000

o 2.444 102000

0 183&t 134000

0 22000 160m0

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

4

4

4

3

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

80

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

160

m
lm
f50

130

æ0

1S0

2æ

m

210

200

æ0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

200

0

0

0

0
400

400

450

350

400

400

400

500



Appendx 2.3 (Continued)

TohlCost Tolnl Hrvs¿mwrc
# Fam size oxgn tqrloJ cofltine oxen lrador combjne

37 45.00

38 45.00

39 50.00

40 50.00

41 50.00

42 55.00

4i] 60.00

44 80,æ
45 80.00

46 t00.00

47 f æ.00

4a 1m.00

49 f 10.00

50 120,00

51 f æ.00

52 150.00

53 150.00

54 185.00

55 æ1.00

0 17415 157500

0 17424 16æ00

0 æ500 .t50000

0 19490 155000

0 28æ0 f50000

0 æ700 109000

0 24000 174ffþ
0 3t000 27æfÓ
0 62400 2131æ

0 105936 150000

0 n1æ 160000

0 1t5560 320000

0 126885 192500

0 137700 180000

0 91920 250000

0 114750 130000

0 17f900 9æ00

0 2131æ 555000

0 æ0346 578€80

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

400

500

600

550

400

400

600

600

400

0

500

600

400

600

600

500

600

600

500

260

æ0

ts0

8J
240

270

250

N
't80

m
270

N
280

3æ
300

8)
350

300

300



Appendìx 2.4 Farm Priæs (KUn¡t)

1

2

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

1t

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

â
21

24

25

26

30

31

8.91 11.34

8.91 11.34

8.91 11.9
8-91 11.34

8.91 11.34

8.91 't 1.34

8.91 11.34

8.91 11.34

8.9 t 1 t.34

10.91 11.34

9_9f 11.34

10.91 11.34

10.91 11.U

9.99 11.34

10.91 11.U

8.95 11.34

9.91 11.34

9.96 11.34

10.91 11.49

10.99 11.34

12.99 11.34

12.97 11.9
10.97 11.9
11.18 11-34

10.63 11.44

10.65 11.æ

I 1.99 11.9
f0.45 12.56

11.7A 11.90

1¿50 11.97

4Í].90

4í¡.50

4i].33

30_20

43.56

43.80

43.71

3219
35.17

3250
31.25

31.90

31.æ

43.65

43.55

31.60

31.45

44.æ

33.15

33.00

1.25

1.n
1.20

1.20

1.æ

1.20

1.n
1.20

1.â
1.n
1.æ

1.20

t.æ
't.æ

1.20

1.æ

1.æ

1.æ

1.20

1.30

1.20

1.n
1.æ

1.û
1.20

1.20

1.æ

1.æ

1.35

r.60

1.42

9.20
æ.æ

10.00 æ.oo 88o.oo .t 
135.00

10.73 æ.00 BBO.OO .t 
13S.oO

7 .æ æ.00 88O.OO 1 
.t 35.00

'10.70 æ.00 88o.oo 1.t35.00
10.30 æ.oo 88o.oo 11A5m
10.23 æ.@ 88o.OO 1135.00
11.30 æ.oo BBO.O9 l.tgs.og
1230 æ.OO 88O.OO 1f 95.æ
10.75 æ.OO 88O.OO I I 35.00

1 I .3O æ-00 88O.OO I I g5.OO

1 1 .43 æ.00 8g0.OO 1 1 35.00

12.45 æ.00 BSO.OO .l 
1 3s.oo

11.25 æ.00 B8O.OO 1195.æ
10.50 æ.æ 880.00 1135.00
1 1 ,88 æ.m 880.m 1 1 35.00

11.65 æ.00 BBO.OO 1íS5.OO

12.42 æ.00 88O.OO 11gS.oO

1215 æ.oo 88O.OO 1 I ss.oo
10.74 æ.OO 8BO.OO j I 3S.OO

12.& æ.m 892.00 113S.OO

12.12 æ.OO 9OO.OO 1 1 35.00
12.æ æ.50 88O.OO 1 I 95æ
13.æ æ.@ BBs.Oo j t35.m

22.æ æ00.@ 20.00 8&f.oo 1 1 35_OO

18.90 1000.00 æ.@ 880.00 1t35,OO

31.00 1500.00 æ.00 88o.OO 1135.00

24.Ø 1300.00 20.00 88o.oo 1135.00
30.00 íæo.00 20.55 856-m 1f35.OO

25-50 1500-00 æ.m 880-OO 1136.00
25.60 2500.00 n-Q 88o.OO t 

.t 36.00

20.00 5070.00 10.4a 880.00 113o.OO

Chemicals

æ.45

29.80

æ.85



Appendix 2.4 (Continued)

36

38

æ
40

41

44

45

46

47

4
49

50

51

g

11.41 11.4)

1 1.06 13.24

11.96 12.00

1 1.89 11.U
11.99 13.50

11.99 11.50

11.94 t2.55

1299 1 t.39

12.80 12.59

10.25 11.34

11.9f t3.65

10.99 11.75
'f 1.68 11.34

9.95 12.52

10.67 15.34

11.78 11.34

10.91 14.52

11.91 12.32

10.58 11.57

10.87 12.75

12.58 13.34

11.00 12.35

10.91 11.35

1l-91 11.3e

28.68

æ.50

29.88

24.64

34.47

33.86 28.55

33.80

æ.44

28.75

24.æ

34.74

28-58

30.80

æ.18

æ.u
28.90

24.æ

28.85

28_80

2a.ao

æ.98

24.20

tn
1.æ

1.Ð
1.32

1.æ

1.n
1.19

1.æ

1.90

1.æ

1.æ

1.æ

2.æ

z@

1.22

1.æ

1.æ

1.36

1.æ

1.n
1.n
1.æ

1.98

15.00 5700-00 21.60 887.00 1f36.OO

10.00 6000.@ æ.00 æ3.45 1135.00
30.50 7500.00 2..æ 88o.OO 1 2oO.OO

27.æ 8000.@ æ.00 915.40 lf 35.m
æ.83 10500.m æ.00 682m fi42:cr
25.U 125cp.æ 25.00 æ241 .t 

13o.OO

18.00 9000-00 æ.65 880.52 1135.67

25.00 æ00.00 æ.00 882.10 1141.61

27.@ 8500.00 n!1 881.62 1t35.OO

29.54 15000.00 æ.00 g8o.oo 1135.47
26.64 15000.m 2.19 88250 1130.16

33.53 18000.00 æ.00 æ4.12 1136.54
31.80 1æ00.00 æ.50 887.96 1135.32

æ.33 1s500.00 21.15 891.24 1135.00
28.57 15000.00 2^6 9oo.oo 1306.00

3¿59 16000.00 21.10 880.m 113268
30.15 10500.æ 2..4 8SO.OO 1135.Êf
30.80 15500.00 æ.00 891.27 113o.OO

æ.55 160@.00 æ.@ 894.12 1134.13
32.85 t70@.m æ.00 88213 11æ.16
32¡lO 16500.00 2.61 gOO.m tzfF-æ
33.58 18570.00 30.@ 883.31 1138.æ
33.15 æ7oO.OO 2.42 æS.æ 113500
30-98 17900.00 2.æ 980.m 1206.00

Chem¡cals



Apændix 2.5 Ïotal Va/iabls lnouts (Kqs)

# Fertilizer Maqove Hernorì€ Sa¡ta rosa Ljmê lrìoculum # of Baqs

10
20

40
50
60
70
80
90
100
lt 0

120
't3 0

140
150
16 0

170
1S0
190
N7æ
21 0

20
230
240
250
æ 1800

27 3000

æ 2000

æ 3759

30 5000

0025
000
000
000
000

15000
000

æ000
20000

000
000
000
000

300 0 600

30000
30000
40000
40000
45000

0 0 5000

000
000

80000
1000 0 0

000
1æ0 0 0

f500 0 0

0 2000 0

0 2500 f5000

0 2500 37500

50

8t

100

1æ

0

200

0

0

250

ffi
2û
300

0

0

0

0

0

0

500

600

700

0

0

1000

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

n
0

3

3

4

7

6

11

12

10

1f

13

f5

14

24

17

f8

æ
27

42

42

72

100

70

96

96

tô5

N
350



Appendix 2.5 (Conlinued)

* Ferlilizer Maqo!€ Hernorì€ Sanlâ rosâ Lirnê lnôdrhh {ôtR ^.

31 6000

32 6000

æ 30co

u 5250

35 6000

36 8000

37 6750

38 9000

39 5000

40 10000

41 7500

42 13750

+3 tæ00

44 16000

45 æ000

ß 30000

47 20000

4I¡ 30000

49 3æ27

50 t8æ0

51 15000

52 37500

53 37500

31 46250

5s 50250

0 3000 18000

0 3000 0

0 3000 0

0 3500 0

0 4000 40000

4000 0 0

0 ,t500 0

4500 0 æ250

3335 1695 0

5000 0 5000

0 5000 0

0 5500 88688

0 6000 0

8000 0 8000

0 8æ0 100000

10000 0 f 1300

0 1m00 10000

0 10000 0

0 1f000 0

0 1æ00 1æ000

0 12000 0

0 15000 0

0 15000 0

0 18500 0

0 æ100 50250

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

30

0

0

0

45

45

0

50

0

55

60

80

80

100

100

f00

0

0

0

150

150

1â
147

@
5f0

540

n0
800

680

675

810

1100

1000

1 100

1155

f 260

14&

1760

't 700

1600

17m

24?3

25æ

22æ

24û
3300

3t45



Appendix 2.6 Govemment anrþurìced producer & ¡nput pdces in 1 990t9 i crÞp season

Govemrnefi L¡ntco prices Zamseed pn',res

Produce price (llKg) e.Sl
Seed (KKg):

i) Santa rosa

ii) Magoye

iii) Hernone

Fertilizer I j.34 K per hg
L¡me 1.20 K per kg
lnooJlum 2O.OO K perpK
HeIbicde 1135.00 k per tt
Pesticide 890.00 k per tt
CasuayHired Labour 30.00 K per day
Tractor hire 1500.00 K per hour
Oxen hke BS0.0O K per hectare
Cornbine hire 3500.00 K per hectare
Grain bags 8.OO K per bag
Fuet 36.50 per lt

Note: Privde companies and farmefs are allowed to negotiate for a pnte other than that annourced
by Govemment of parastatal companies.

43.33

30.20

¿Õ. to
29.80

33.00


